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FIXING UP THE FAIR

looking to
revitalize
historic
districts
By TOMMY DILLARD
Staff Writer
Older neighborhoods with
historical signifance in the
vicinity of downtown Murray
will soon be receiving a boost
towards revitalization thanks to
a new project initiated by the
city and Murray Main Street.
In a program similar to one
the city of Paducah utilized to
breathe new life into the
Lowertown District, Murray
hopes to motivate owners and
potential owners of older homes
to fix up their houses through
offering incentives.
"The pnmary function is to
revitalize the original neighborhoods
around
downtown
Murray," City Administrator
Man Mattingly said.
The project is still very much
in the planning stages and
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Tlnns
Mayor Tom Rushing gained
Justin "Combread" Ray, right, and Dustin Forrest, Tilt-A-Whirl ride foreman, worked Monday afternoon to
approval at last Thursday's city
council meeting to apply for a get the ride ready for tonight's opening of the Murray-Calloway County Fair. Numerous workers were busy
Preserve America historical throughout the afternoon erecting rides, cleaning and stocking, all in preparation for the local crowds
grant from the federal govern- expected to attend the event.
ment to assist the city with the
project.
Preserve America is a White
House initiasivg that encourages
community efforts to preserve
historical areas and sources of
heritage. If the city receives the
grant, it plans to hire a private
consultant to assist with boundary-setting and other necessary
planning for the revitalization.
By GREG TRAVIS
"We tried several things, but attached a pallet to the top with some
Murray Main Street manager Staff Writer
nothing worked. We even placed crossarm bars and supports and then
Deana Wright said the project
Crews with West Kentucky Rural fake owls up there, but the osprey we moved the nest over to the new
will target homes dating back to Electric Co-op recently extended would attack the owls and end up pole," he said. "There were items
the 1920s and 1930s that have their services to the home building just sitting on top of them," he said. such as pieces of limbs, sticks, mud
As the problem persisted, Swift and dirt, dead fish, corn stalks, grass,
fallen into disrepair within the profession. Following a series of
boundary area, which is yet to power outages along Ky. 732 (the talked with officials with other agen- string and more. It was considerably
Irvin Cobb Resort road), workers cies, both in Kentucky and around heavy. We also added some large
beset.
Though the consultant will investigated to find a large osprey the nation, trying to determine how bolts to anchor the nest to its new
assist the city in setting those nest high atop one of its power poles to effectively deal with the situation. home."
"When I talked with officials in
The first pole measured 45 feet in
borders. Wright said the area along the winding road that leads
from Ky. 94 to Kentucky Lake.
the Idaho and Washington-state area, height and the new pole extended
being considered stretches from
Upon closer inspection, the men I learned about the idea of using the upward to 55 feet, Miller added.
Chestnut Street in the north to found pieces of tree limbs, sticks, second pole," he added.
"We had to
Miller and Benny Wyatt, a lineSycamore Street in the south, mud and dirt, dead fish and more. As come up with a solution to them man with the company,
said the
with somewhat less defined the Osprey built their nest, pieces of building a nest in the lines where the company had to add another breaker
boundaries to the east and west. the debris would fall and knock out transformers were located and to keep the disruptions from affectIdeally, the area could include the power. David Swift, president repeatedly knocking out the power." ing 595 customers all the way back
properties stretching all the way and CEO of the company, said crews
Joe Miller, a line foreman with to Ky. 94 — approximately four- toto 16th Street in the west and attempted several preventive meas- WKRECC, said a second pole was
erected several feet away. "We IN See Page 2A
the railroad tracks in the east, ures, but to no avail.
she said.
Wright and Mattingly hope
the project will boost property
values in the affected neighborhoods and encourage residents
to move back into older parts of
town.
"It will hopefully bring families back into the area."
Mattingly said. "Families are
moving farther and farther out
into the rural areas of Murray
and we want to bring that back
to these neighborhoods in original Murray."
The city has set up an architectural review board, whose
members have been appointed
by the mayor, to help with the
project. The board will meet
Thursday morning in order to
elect officers and discuss the
project before undergoing training next week. After that, board
members will begin setting
goals and objectives and determining how the project will proGREG TRAVIS/Ledges & Times
ceed.
Wright said the project will Joe Miller, a line foreman with West Kentucky Rural Electnc Cooperative Corp. peeks into an osprey nest
assist owners of older homes high atop a 55-foot power pole on Ky. 732 east of Murray The osprey had built the nest atop an adjacent
pole where several transformers were located. After repeated power outages as a result of the osprey,
linemen
erected another pole and moved the nest to the pinnacle of the new pole.
•See Page 2A

Power crews hope new home
for osprey will stop outages
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Bohannon
making
move to
Reidland
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Murray High School Assistant Principal Johnny
Bohannon will leave the Murray school district to
take the same position at Reidland High School during the 2007-08 school year.
Bohannon said this morning
that although he will miss the students, teachers and staff at MHS,
he is looking forward to beginning
new responsibilities at Reidland.
"Murray High has been a great
place to work and they have been
awfully nice to me," he said. "I've
really had fun and I've really
enjoyed it. I'm really looking forward to this new challenge ... I'm
looking forward to working with
Bohannon
the fine faculty they have there."
He said he wants to do everything he can to do for
Reidland students what he did for MHS students.
"They seem real eager and I'm very eager too to
get involved," he said. "Maybe I can help them."
Neither
Murray
Independent
Schools
Superintendent Bob Rogers or MHS Principal
Teresa Speed could be contacted for comment concerning Bohannon's move this morning.
Bohannon will replace former Assistant Principal
Dale Croft, who submitted a resignation effective
July 1. Former Assistant Principal Susan Nelson has
been selected for the principal's post.
Bohannon has more than 35 years of educational
experience in western Kentucky schools including
24 years in the Calloway County School District as
assistant superintendent, district-level supervisor
and principal. He also taught seven years in the
Marshall County schools.

Outland to
retire as
treasurer
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Calloway County Treasurer Sue Outland will give
up her job keeping the county's books at the end of
the month after 33 years.
Outland says she will announced her retirement
tonight during the county fiscal court meeting at the
Weaks Community Center.
She has no plans for what she
wants to do afterward, but says
that's just a part of what retirement
is all about.
"I don't have any plans to do
anything except enjoy my retirement," she said. "I'm sure there are
plenty of things I could do to contribute, but for a while I'm just
going to enjoy myself."
Outland
Outland will request that JudgeExecutive Larry Elkins not select
her for another four-year term.
"My appointment would come back up this
month, but I don't want to be reappointed. I just
think this would be a good time for me to leave," she
said.
Before her initial selection as treasurer by former
Judge-Executive Robert 0. Miller in 1974. Outland
served as director of commodities for the county. She
has also served as treasurer under former judge-executives George Weaks and J.D. Williams.
Elkins, who has appointed Outland to two terms,
admitted he will have a hard time replacing her.
"Sue Outland has been a fixture at the Calloway

IN See Page 2A
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North Farm facility put to green use
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Foust ruled last month in
Staff Writer
favor of the agreement reached
C'ardboard recycling smells three years ago. The MSU
better than organic pasteunza- Board of Regents voted at its
tion And for that, the Sullisans meeting on June l. 2004 to
are thankful.
permanently cease the processIn July 2004, Jimmy and ing of waste at the facility that
'crew Sullivan, along with was causing an odor the
their son. Lynn, and his wife, Sullivans have said from the
Kesha, reached an agreement beginning in 1999 was UllaC with Murray State Board of ceptable.
Regents and then-President Dr.
"When the paperwork did
Kern Alexander to close the not follow until over a year later,
organic pasteurization process there appeared to be a change of
facility al the university's North heart on the part of the defenFarm, which is adjacent to dants. "Foust wrote in his ruling
Sullivan's Par 3 Golf Course.
dated May 3. -The only real
But the paperwork to seal the change of heart appears to be
deal WAS delayed and didn't that (the Board of Regents and
close the matter, thus bringing Alexander, apparently do not
the matter back to Calloway want to be bound by the.agreeCircuit Judge Dennis Foust•s ment to permanently close the
attention recently.
"... Nonetheless, the court
finds that bawd upon the letter
trail between counsels for the
In a photo cutline from parties, that an agreement was in
Saturday's "Cruisin' oon the fact made to close the facility
Square,- the Open Class win- permanently."
ner was Mike and Jan Barnett's
A couple weeks alter Foust'a
Plymouth Barracuda. The cut- ruling. Murray
State learned that
line listed it as a Chevy.

e state grant will help the university team up with the City of
Murray and Calloway County to
establish cardboard recycling.
"We aren't ever going to use
it for organic pasteurization
again," said Becky Watts,
deputy to MSU President Dr.
Randy Dunn. 'The nice ending
to the story is there is a green
use.
So far so good for the
Sullivans — and their golfers.
"We just hope they won't do
anything that will cause any
odor or dust or stuff for our
golfers,- said Jerlene Sullivan.
who owns the course with her
husband, Jimmy, while her son,
Lynn, manages it.
"Everybody says Dr. Dunn
really wants to do the right thing
and be a good neighbor. He
seems to want to be good for the
university and the community,"
she added. "That will make us
as happy as a lark. That's all we
were looking for."
The $134,000 grant from the
state's Environmental and
Public Protection Cabinet will

Correction

SheriffoliceLogs

help the university purchase
equipment and get the cardboard recycling effort underway, according to Josh Jacobs,
who works in Dunn's office as
projects coordinator.
Jacobs said university, city
and county officials are coordinating the details and hope to
start collecting cardboard soon.
Matt Mattingly, the city's director of administration, said while
the university will operate the
recycling site, he's glad the city
and county can help.
"This is a step forward with
recycling," Mattingly said.
cardboard
The
bailing
process will only occupy part of
the facility on North 16th Street.
MSU's School of Agriculture
and Facilities Management also
use the site as storage, according
to Watts.
No specific timeline is set for
the new program, which will use
the site to collect, store and bail
car4board that will be picked up
eventually recycled. "And
we hope to branch out as We get
our feet wet." Jacobs said.

The Murray. Ledger & Tunet
sin yes to ensure accurate and
fair reporting; however mistakes occasionally occur. It is
the Ledger's policy to correct
CIT011. TO report a news mistake or error, please call 7531916.

Town Cner
NOTICE
▪ The Murray Planning
Commission will meet at 5
p m today at city hall The
agenda includes final plat
reviews of Falwell Estates
Unit III, The Grove subdivision and The Gates planned
development protect
•Calloway County Fiscal
Court is scheduled to meet
at 5 30 p m today at the
Weaks Community Center
On the agenda for the meeting is a report on the county's E-911 program. the second reading of the 20072008 budget, the appointment of a new county treasurer, road supervisor and
other board appointments,
and discussion concerning
the establishment of a county cemetery board
• The Murray Board of
Zoning Adiustments will
meet
at
4 30
pm
Wednesday at city hall The
agenda includes reviews of
conditional use permits at,
1502 Sycamore St and 609
S Fourth St . a public hearing to consider allowing four
non-related people to live at
1626 Miller St . and dimensional variance requests at
Holiday Inn Express and
Southside Shopping Center.
•
The
Murray
Architectural Review Board
will meet Thursday at 8 a m
at City Hall The board will
elect officers, review a
national historical map and
hold general discussion
•To report a Town Crier
item. call 753-1916

Calloway County Shertfre Department
• A caller from Pottenown Road reported a break-in at the residence at 7 14 a.m. Monday. A burglary case was opened.
• An injury crash was reported at 7.36 p.m. in a curve on Speaker
Trail
• Wire and tools were reported stolen from a Ky. 94 East location
at 8.01 p.m A third-degree burglary case was opened.
Murray State University Police Department
• A caller reported at 3:01 p.m. Friday that someone had been
inside a Hart College residence and tampered with personal
belongings A second-degree burglary report was taken.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies,

Explosion injures 1 at plant
PARIS. Tenn. (AP) — One
person was seriously injured
Monday after a boiler burst at a
rubber plant.
Leslie Evans, a maintenance
worker, was airlifted to
Vanderbilt University Medical
Center in Nashville, where he
was listed in critical condition
after the accident at the Dana
Corp.'s rubber extrusion plant.
The explosion blew out a 30foot hole in the building's side
and caused damage to the roof
and buildings in a parking lot.
Dwayne Matthews, vice
president of Dana's sealing
products division, said the cause
is being investigated.
"First and foremost, our
thoughts and prayers are with
(Evans)," Matthews said.
The rubber plant, which
employs about 115 people, is
part of a four-plant compound
outside Paris and about 125
miles northeast of Memphis.
Matthews said the plant will

remain closed until investigators determine the cause of the
accident and are able to activate
a backup boiler. He said operations were unaffected at the
other Paris plants.
The boilers power vulcanizers to cure rubber used in vehicle hoses.
Dana Corp., based in Toledo,
Ohio, is one of the world's
largest auto parts makers. The
company filed for bankruptcy
protection in March 2006 amid
declining demand for trucks and
sport utility vehicles.
The company received
approval in April from a federal
bankruptcy judge to sell off its
hose and tubing businesses,
including the Paris plants, to a
Turkish company for $70 million. It was not clear when the
deal was supposed to be final.
The company also operates a
gasket and air duct plant in
McKenzie.

•Bohannon moving ...
From Front
Bohannon graduated from Murray State University with a master's degree in education administration and a bachelor of science
in industrial arts. He also earned superintendent and principal certifications from Murray State University.

From Front
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
Joe Millet (left), a line foreman with West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative Corp.. and
Benny Wyatt examine one of the many pieces of tree limbs, sticks and other items osprey
have been using to build a nest high atop a power pole on Ky. 732 east of Murray. After repeated power outages as a result of the osprey, linemen erected a second pole and moved the
nest to the pinnacle of the new pole. Orange cones were placed atop the transformer power
pole to deter the osprey from building on the pole with the transformers.

From Front
IRe miles nom ishere the nest
Was 104. ated lust cast of the
Snipe Creek Road intersection.
By adding the breaker it would
shorten the distance of any outages ni.uound the Ky 1146 area
about halt-the-distance to the
main highway
-The first night the power
went out, bask on April 20, it
was taming when we gist the
call around 1 a m .- Wyatt
noted "They would fly oser and
drop tlettls nic!
, wouldn't lust
place it on the nest that dropping ot items s t hal ss old

knock out the power"
are four active ones flying out
The men said they worked here in this area,- Miller said.
around the problem for approxi- "The residents tell us they are
mately two weeks "We would very actise during the morning
take it down and they would and evening hours and that they
build it back. Surprisingly the are usually hunting during the
pole and the nest are in a wide- day"
open space. a considerable dis-There are a lot of residents
tance from the water itself," in the area that are aware of the
they added
osprey nest being out here. They
In addition to the inconven- know about what has caused the
ience of being without power, power outages and they underthe osprey situation has already stand No one is really upset,
COlit the company approximately
just interested in the situation
$5.000 in time, equipment, and concerned that we alleviate
gasoline and other expenses.
the problem,- Miller said. "It is
-We understand that the our understanding that it is a
ospres mate for life end there federally -protected bird.-

County Courthouse for over 30 years," he said. "Sue has seen many
changes in county government and in our community. Her knowledge ofhow county government operates and her dedication will be
missed. As important. I will miss her friendship.Outland also noted that there have been a lot of changes in both
the county and the office since the mid-70s. The county's fiscal and
administrative responsibilities have expanded with growth in population so there is a lot more for the treasurer's office to keep track.
"When I came here, our budget was about $500,000; it's now
over $12 million." she said.'Things have changed a lot and it's got
a lot more complicated too."
She said the years have passed quickly.
"It's been 33 years, but sometimes it seems like I've been here
no time at all."
Outland credits good leadership from judges, magistrates and
other county officers for any success she has had on the job.
"If there has been any success for me in public service it is
because of the leadership that we've had from the judges and the
magistrates on fiscal court. I could not have had nicer people to
work for or with and I just can't say how pleasant my years have
been." she said.
'This has been the easiest job I've ever had.Coworkers have also contributed to her success and Outland
says they have been more like friends than employees.
"I have worked with some good people and some good reliable
employees. They're another factor contributing to the success of
this office," she said. "I can't really be credited with anything
except that I get up every' morning and go to work."
A retirement party honoring Outland has been scheduled for 5
p.m-June 28 at Miller Annex on the Courthouse Square.

From Front

aW1( 13e ckmae 14 ocinl,/
Call us today for a

FREE home inspection
- NO OBLIGATION!
All inspocfors lik,vosed
All technicians are trained and certified

"Ourfamily taking rare of yourfamily."

All our work is 100% guaranteed.
1604 St. At. 121 N. Murray
(270) 753-6433 • 1-800-264-1433
www.servallpestcontrol.com

and potential buyers who would
like to fix up and renovate their
houses, but don't have the monetary resources to do so.
"We want to make it possible
for those who either want to
own one of these houses or
those people who already own
these houses to he able to !lase
the resources to fix those houses
up, instead of just letting them
run down because it costs too
much money to bring them up to
• ale," she said.
The city has not decided on
incentive program yet. but
klattingly said they will likely
ovnaider A plan similar to the
one Paducah used in renovating
Lowertown homes. Under that
program. homeowners received
A five-year property tax break
under the obligation that they
finish the project and bring the
house up to code in two years
After the five-year penod, the
house is re-appraised and taxes
are accessed heard on its new
value.
"For three years. you're basically living in a newer home at a
cheaper tax rate." Mattingly
said
He stressed that copying
Paducah's plan is lust one of the
many options on the table and
also said there would likely be a
loan pool offered
With
the renovation and revitalization
of the area. Wright said it is possible some of the homes could

be placed on the National
Register of Historic Places.
Several homes on Main Street
dating back to the late 1800s are
already listed on the register.
-This is something we need
to preserve." she said."We need
to preserve those older homes
that can be revitalized and used.
Maybe the older population
would like to live in a smaller,
older home or possibly a new
family just starting out might
want to have an older home, but
obviously you don't want to buy
a house that needs so much
work done that they can't afford
it to do it."
Wnght said eventually the
area affected by the project
could be labeled as a "historic
residential area" but added that
many factors would have to be
considered, primarilypublic
opinion.
While Murray may look to
Paducah for guidance and precedent for the project. Wright said
the areas being revitalized are
very
different_
Paducah's
Lowenown consists mainly of
expensive, ornate Victorian
homes, whereas the area Murras
is trying to preserve is made up
of homes more affordable and
accessible to the general public.
"It will be, in a sense. like
Paducah, but on a smaller
scale." she said. 'These homes
are not the fancy homes, het
they are what makes the histora
of Murray.-
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FREE HEARING
TEST SET

•

Free electronic hearing tests will be given
Wednesday 6/27, Thursday 6/28, Friday 6/29
1311 Johnson, Murray •9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
A factory-trained hearing instrument specialist will be
available to give these free tests at the address below.

IN HOME TESTING
AVAILABLE &
AT NO CHARGE

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
Crews from Emerine Construction in Murray are reworking the roundabou
t on the campus of
Murray State University near Roy Stewart Stadium. When finished
the roundabout will have
handicapped-access ramps, and it will have a cobblestone and bnck finish.
Pictured above,
Tommy Mills, Jr., Gary Emenne and Tommy Mills Ill finish a section
of recently-poured concrete.

KentuckylnBrief
UK changes domestic
partner benefit plan
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) Health benefits the
University of Kentucky approved for employees'
domestic partners were expanded Monday to
include virtually any non-relative dependent in the
house — a move aimed at clearing up constitutional problems the attorney general's office
found with the original plan.
Under the rewritten rules, the university will
allow employees to choose one "sponsored
dependent" to receive benefits provided that person isn't a relative, doesn't already have insurance
and has lived under the same roof as the employ:e for at least a year. Although same-sex domestic
partners would still be eligible at the same level as
the original version, so too would any other adult
or child — even a roommate who lives in the
house but doesn't otherwise have health care.
In a statement, university president Lee Todd
Jr. said the alteration was a direct response to an
,apinion last month by Assistant Attorney General
lames M. Herrick. Hte argued giving benefits only
to domestic partners would have the effect of recognizing a legal status similar to marriage, which
Kentucky law says must be between a man and
woman.
"It honors our goal of trying to provide affordable health care coverage to our employees and
their dependents as part of our efforts to create an
attractive and more competitive compensation
package for our faculty and staff." Todd said.
The University of Louisville, which also has
approved health benefits for domestic partners,
had no immediate reaction to the changes at UK.
Louisville spokesman John Drees said the school
was still reviewing the attorney general's opinion.
Critics of the initial plan, approved by the UK
Hoard of Trustees in April, were just as vocal in
their opposition to the new version.
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instruments.

Introducing...

loans to minimum prices for the new fuel.
Bunning said that on Tuesday, he would
attempt to add the proposed incentives in his coalto-liquids promotion bill — co-sponsored with
Sen. Barack Obama, D-111. — to the proposed
energy legislation currently engaged in congressional debate.

Be/tone One

//

Beltone's latest and most advanced digital product, is
designed to help you hear better in almost any environment.

City hires successor to
slain police chief
('LAY CITY, Ky.(AP) -- A successor to slain
Police Chief Randy Lacy has been hired, and the
new chief said he would do his best to keep the
eastern Kentucky community safe.
Shannon Taylor, 35, said he realized that following Lacy would be difficult.
"Chief Lacy was known for his heart, but we
are going to do the best we can do," Taylor told
the Lexington Herald-Leader.
Lacy, 55, was shot and killed in his cruiser
Wednesday. A man he had arrested for driving
under the influence was charged with murder.
Lacy had hired Taylor recently to work for the
department as a sergeant, but because of surgery,
he had not yet started the job. After Lacy's death.
Clay City Mayor Jimmie Caudill asked Taylor to
become chief.
"Shannon comes highly recommended,"
Caudill told the newspaper Monday."With Randy
passing, we needed someone to take charge, and I
feel like Shannon is very capable of that."
On Friday, the city announced the hiring of
James Kirk as a sergeant.

Pentecostal pastor faces
accusations for his roofing
businesses

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)— Members of a fastgrowing Pentecostal church with ambitious plans
view their pastor as a servant of God. One-time
customers and business associates of the pastor,
John David Boggs, offer a starkly different portrait.
Lawsuits filed in several states claim that as a
PIKEVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Kentucky's coal- roofing contractor in the past decade. Boggs and
fields could help curb the nation's dependency on companies in which he was an officer cheated
foreign oil — if the right incentives are in place dozens of customers and business associates while
for coal-to-liquids technology, U.S. Sen. Jim grossing millions in the South and Midwest,
• Bunning said Monday.
according to The Courier-Journal of Louisville.
The technology will not only drive coal proHis companies' actions brought a lawsuit from
duction in Kentucky — ranked third in U.S. coal the Missouri attorney general, penalties from a
.production — but it would allow the United States Florida agency over alleged failures to pay work-to "capitalize on domestic resources that will fuel ers' compensation and dozens of complaints to
economic growth and provide energy security," various Better Business Bureau offices — includsaid Bunning, R-Ky.. the key speaker at an energy ing the Louisville office, which terminated Boggs'
Lonference in Pike County.
membership several years ago.
While coal-to-liquids has been lauded by lawBoggs, 32, also faces liens on his home as fedmakers as a means to lessen U.S. dependence on eral and state agencies seek more than $1 million
foreign oil, the process of converting the sooty in taxes they say he owes. He and his wife bought
mineral to diesel fuel is a risky venture.
the home in 2003 for $910,000.
To build such a plant is a $2 billion investment
Boggs denies the allegations of wrongdoing by
that coal companies and private investors aren't his companies, and told his congregation recently
eager to make.
that he didn't know about the tax liens until asked
At the insistence of the coal industry, some fed- about them by a reporter.
eral lawmakers, including Bunning, are proposing
He acknowledges making some mistakes in
an array of "energy independence" measures call- business but said he has tried to make amends, and
ing for taxpayers to underwrite coal-to-liquid that many things he's accused of are either false or
plants. from billions of dollars in construction the fault of someone else.

Bunning urges Kentucky to
offer incentives of
alternative fuels

One'Specialfeatures:
'Rapid Wide Dynamic Range
Helps ensure sounds and voices are comfortable and natural.

'Advanced Speech Pattern Detection

Designed to minimixe disturbance from background sounds.

'Active Feedback Cancellation
Gives you a more powerful and comfortable hearing experience
and makes it easy to use the telephone.

'Silencer System
Reduces low-level noises like those from
computers, fans and refrigerators.

Why pay for a hearing instrument you have
never heard of when a Beltone costs no more.

100 TRADE IN $1000 OFF

You Are Invited To Our

GOSPEL MEETING
at the

Coldwater Church of Christ

I

TRADE UP TO THE NEW
BELTONE DIGITAL
I

I Are you tired ot constantly adiuseng your heanng nI I
,n order to hear more comfortably'

I

Meet Beltone Digital!

I

SERVICES
Friday & Saturday Nights - 7:00 p.m. _4110
Sunday - 9:30 & 10:15 a.m. and 7:30 p.m.'
There Will Be A Fellowship Meal At Noon.
Join Us For Both A Spiritual and A Physical Feast
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'Bald, bold
and beautiful'

111

Mar

While other kids got a watch, an iPott or maybe plane
tickets for a trip to somewhere special for high school
graduation. Loren Andrews received a gift that money can't
huy. Her present was the presence of her mother, Catherine
.1ndrews. applauding heartily with tears in her eyes, thinking back to the days when she feared she might not live
long enough to see her little girl go to kindergarten.
When Loren was three, Cat Andrews was diagnosed
with breast cancer. Her own mother had died succumbed
10 the same disease before Loren was born, so when Cat
turned up with it, she had to overcome her fears and
doubts to maintain a positive attitude.
"Both my parents and my husband's
were deceased, and I kept thinking who
would take care of Loren." Of course.
C'at's husband would be there for his
daughter. but ('at worried about the mothering, the part only she could do.
"Finally I said to myself. 'Hey, I am
going to be the one.' I made a list of
goals so I would have things to check
off on a list. I wanted to sec her go to
high school, graduate, do all those things.
Her first prom," ('at admits, "I bawled
By Constance like a baby."
Never a quitter. Cat Andrews managed
Alexander
to find ways that turned her devastating
Local
experience into something positive. When
Columnist
the National Breast Cancer Coalition
wanted to start a chapter in her home
state of North Carolina, Cat — along with hundreds of
other breast cancer patients — joined up and went to
Washington to show support for increased research funding.
"We were bald, bold and beautiful." she recalls. "Instead
of reeling hopeless and helpless, we did something. The
trip to D.C. uplitted us because we realited we could
make a difference."
Cat's involvement as a volunteer for the Breast Cancer
Coalition turned into a career. Today, she is a.recniiter for
the Sister Study, a nationwide effort to enlist 50.000
women from across the USA with sisters who have fought
breast cancer. The focus of the study is to assess the possibility that a combination of genetic and environmental
factors may work together to cause breast cancer.
A recent newsletter from the Sister Study indicates that
our region is lagging in enrollments of women in the
study, with only 1500 sisters signed up. (The region
includes. Kentucky. Tennessee. Mississippi and AlabamalA
total of about 35,000 are participating nationwide, and
nearly 214,000 have completed all enrollment activities
To achieve the goal -- arid to find out more about the
LJUSeS of breast cancer more women need to get
involved.
According to the National Institute of Environmental
health Sciences. We hase one more year to reach our
goal of 5o.000 women You can help by telling everyone
you know about the study_ It is especially important to
encourage under represented wi men. including those over
65. African Americans. Latina. and Asian women to join
the study One of our most successful methods for recruiting sisters for the study is friends telling friends, and sisters telling sisters"
Loren Andrews does not have any sisters to recruit but,
like her mother. she has gotten instils ed III related activities from the time she k4, j% a pre-schooler. When she was
410Ut I I and her mother had conducted a breastplate
workshop for cancer patients. Loren w anted one 01 her
own
"So I stood her in the kitchen," Cat Andrews remembers. "and we made one for her. She put three hearts on
'One for you. one for me and one for grandma.' she
told me "
It the Sister Study can unravel the causes, perhaps
By LOUTA C. BALDOR
1.01ell AIlt1FeSSS will not he the one to initiate her daughter
Associated Press Writer
the
into
sorority of women who have fought breast cancer.
BAGIIDAD tAPi -- Just
What better gift to give to a loved one'
two months ago the Pentagon's public message to Iraqi
For more Information about the Sister Studs. call 1-877- leaders was sharp and loud:
4SISTER ar email info* surerstudy.org. The Web sae is
Our patience is thinning, the
www.ststerstuds.
clock is ticking
But as Defense Secretary
Read Main Street online at bsst-bs niurrav ledger
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sacred Shiite shrine north of
the city. Early - last year a
similar devastating bombing
there plunged the country
into explosive sectarian strife,
which has continued into this
year.
As Gates left, and the city
prepared to lift its curfew,
U.S. officials held their
breath.
They were unsure whether
the swift actions by political
and military leaders to urge
calm, shift troops around.
and protect other threatened
locations diffused the situation or merely delayed the
inevitable backlash"
"The fact that we have
not seen the kind of violent
reactions develop yet that we
did in February 2006 is
worth noting." U.S. Ambassador Ryan Crocker said
And Gen. David Petraeus.
the top U.S. commander in
irati, told reporters traveling
with Gates that while the
"situation is still very tense
and sensitive, it appears that
this united leadership of
Iraqis front all parties has an
fact, helped to bring about
restraint."
Still as military leaders
huddled with Gates, there
also are no signs that U S
commanders have backed
away from recent suggestions
that they may need to maintain the latest buildup of
forces into next year to give
the Iraqis the time they need
to show they can take control of their own country's
security
It's a message Congress is
not likely to receive well.

The Democratic-led House
and Senate are unwilling to
wan much longer for the
U.S. to extricate itself from
Iraq
Lawmakers have set a list
of benchmarks they want the
Iraqis to hit in coming
months, and the Pentagon has
to give Congress a muchanticipated assessment of the
Baghdad security plan in
September.
With those pressures
mounting. the U.S. military
launched what members of
Congress could view as its
final, desperate push. Armed
with nearly 30.000 additional
troops. U.S. forces started a
broad offensive aimed at
rooting out al-Qaitia from the
outlying Baghdad neighborhoods
In announcing the newest
campaign Saturday. Petraeus
said that U.S. forces are
moving into key al-Qaida
sectors where they have not
been able to penetrate well
before.
There are areas, he said.
"where we still have some
significant work to do, to
insure the fault lines do not
once again produce a spiral
ot violence that can be so
damaging."
And with more U.S.
troops engaging the insurgents on their own turf. there
are prospects for more Amerscan casualties. It will get
tougher before it gets easier.
Petracus warned again
There are a few fragile
wisps of hope, hut Gates and
others were hesitant to tout
them too loudly for feat the

progress would stall once
again, or get swallowed up
in a new surge of sectarian
killings.
Car bombings in Baghdad
have been dipping steadily.
Petraeus said, and sectarian
murders — which increased
in May, have declined again,
to a level of about one-third
what they were in January.
IS. and Iraqi troops, scattered across the city in
neighborhood security posts,
are getting more tips, that
lead to the capture of insurgents and discovery of
weapons caches.
But at the same time,
some negative signs continue.
The U.S. is coming off
one of its most deadly
months in the five-year Vial%
pushing total American
deaths past 3,500. Insurgents
continue to improve their
assaults, developing more
sophisticated and deadly
roadside bombs, and burying
them deeper into the ground
with multiple trigger wires.
And Iranian-made weapons
are still finding their way
into Iraq, suggesting that
outside influences continue to
drive more violence.
Still, as Gates headed for
home, he offered a hint of
optimism.
"We understand that there
are a number of things that
are reasonably close that
with some will on the part
of the different parties could
be accomplished." Gates said,
adding that his goal was to
encourage Iraqis to make
that progress
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Obituaries
BIllie Ray Brewer

Morelan Eldridge Nixon

Billie Ray Brewer, 64, Clear Springs community, died Saturday.
The funeral for Moreland Eldridge Nixon was Monday at 10 a.m
June 16, 2007, at noon at his home.
in the chapel of Hughart & Beard Funeral Home, Hopkinsville. Rev.
An Air Force veteran, he was retired from Mattel Robert D. Lawrence and Rev. Dr. Larry Purcell officiated. Burial
in Murray. Preceding him in death were his parents, was in the Green Hill Memorial Gardens, Hopkinsville.
Porter Brewer and Janie Hornbeck Brewer; one
*Mr. Nixon, 83, Colonial Terrace, Hopkinsville,
granddaughter, Heather Leighann Brewer; three
died unexpectedly Friday, June 15, 2007, at 10:28
brothers, Wade Lewis, Ralph Gene and Junior
p.m. at Jennie Stuart Medical Center emergency
Mardie Brewer; and one sister, Mary Jeanette Brewer.
room, Hopkins vile.
Survivors include two sons, Jeffrey Kevin Brewer, Clear Springs,
A Navy veteran of World War II and Korean conand Lee Allen Brewer, Elgin Air Force Base, Florida; one daughter, flict, he had been an insurance agent for Old National Life Insurance
Mrs. Tammy Mayrene Spradling, Murray; three sisters, Mrs. Bonnie Company (now American General) for more than 23 years. He was
Defrost, Newburgh, Ind., Mrs. Lillian Williams, Sikeston, Mo., and a member of Second Baptist Church.
Mrs. Stella Morefield, Nebraska; one brother, Howard Brewer,
Born July 6, 1923, in Christian County, he was the son of the late
Sikeston; II grandchldren. Visitation will be at Brown Funeral Osbey Eldridge and Rosa Be! Cannon Nixon. One son, David
Home, Mayfield, from 5 to 8 p.m. today (Tuesday). No services are Morelan Nixon, died in July 2005.
scheduled.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Louise 0. Nixon; two sons,
Larry Douglas Nixon, Murray, and Russell Alan Nixon, Lebanon,
John R. Joseph
Tenn.; one brother, James William Nixon, Riverdale, Ga.; four
John R. Joseph, 66, Kirkwood Road, Benton, died Sunday, June grandchildren.
17, 2007, at 2:10 p.m. at his home.
,
Retired from Vulcan Materials parts department,
he was a member of Pleasant Valley Missionary
Baptist Church. He was an Army veteran of the
Vietnam Era. He was the son of the late Corbin Dortha Regina Palter
Joseph and Magaline Keyser Joseph. One brother
Cancer took the body of Dortha Regina Parker, but the joy of her
also preceded him in death.
spirit always prevailed. Regina went to meet her Savior on Friday
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Rosa Lee Caudill Joseph, to afternoon, June 15, 2007, in the comfort of her friends and family.
whom he was married for 44 years; one son, John Allen Joseph, and She was born Sept. 24, 1950.
one daughter, Mrs. Cheryl Lynn Johnson, both of Benton; two sisPreceding her in death were her parents, Clyde and Beatrice
ters, Elizabeth Joseph, Whitesburg, and Mrs. Mary Ann Morton, Parker, and a brother, Terry Parker.
Louisville; two brothers; three grandchildren.
Survivors include three brothers, Clyde Parker and wife,
The funeral will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Garneida, Dayton, Ohio, Wallace Parker and wife, Ruthie, Paris,
Funeral Home, Benton. Rev. Duane Holland will officiate. Burial Tenn., and Norman Parker and wife, Lonnell, Nashville, Tenn.; three
will follow in the Fairdealing Cemetery. Visitation will be at the sisters, Mrs. Margrette Enoch and husband, Rex, Hazel, Ky., Mrs.
funeral home after 5 p.m. Wednesday. Expressions of sympathy may Jeanette Lindsey, Mansfield, Tenn., and Mrs. Cynthy Collins,
be made to Pleasant Valley Baptist Church,c/o Rev. Duane Holland, Memphis, Tenn.; numerous nieces and nephews.
P.O. Box 706, Benton, Ky., 42025.
Regina grew up in Mansfield. Term., and then attended David
Lipscomb College. She worked as a property assessor for the state
of Tennessee and Rutherford County and retired in 2004. She
Robert E. Turner
A graveside service for Robert E. Turner was today (Tuesday) at worked as a software consultant for Colorado Custom Ware follow11 a.m. at Coldwater Church of Christ Cemetery. John Dale will ing her retirement.
She taught appraisal courses throughout the United States and
officiated.
Pallbearers were Wayne Turner, James Turner, was very active in state and international professional organizations.
Darren Parker, Mitchell Mowery, Joey Dublin and She served as president of the Tennessee chapter of the International
Mike Turner. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home was in Associaton of Assessing Officers for the 1993-1994 term.
She was a member of Tusculum Church of Christ and a frequent
charge of arrangements.
Mr. Turner, 91, Murray, died Saturday, June 16, teacher of the ladies' Bible class. She was a member of the
2007, at 3:45 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care. An Army veteran of Murfreesboro Lions Club and served on the board of directors for
World War II, he was a member of Glendale Road Church of Christ. several years.
Regina brightened the lives of many through her joyful and pasPreceding him in death were his wife, Elizabeth Glass Turner;
one son, Robert Hal Turner; one sister, Roy Herndon; five brothers, sionate living. She loved going to Disney World and traveling,
Stanley, Gardie, Gaylon, Ray and Audie Turner. Born March 20, throughout the country. She was a season-ticker-holder and avid fan
1916, in Trigg County, he was the son of the late Taylor Turner and of the Titans. She loved the writings of Jane Austen, and she was a
Sarah Meredith Turner. Survivors include several nieces and wonderful cook.
The family will receive visitors on Saturday from noon to 4 p.m.
nephews including care givers, Steve Dublin and Carolyn Parker,
at Tusculum Church of Christ, 6117 Nolensville Road, Nashville,
both of Murray.
Tenn., where a Celebration of Life will be at 4:30 p.m. In lieu of
flowers, please make any donations to St. Jude's Children's Hospital
Donald Edwin Finch
A memorial service for Donald Edwin Finch will be Wednesday or Tusculum Church of Christ.
at 1 p.m. at Immanuel Lutheran Church. Rev. Dr. Chad Foster will
officiate. Imes-Miller Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
lipicstiont of sympathy may be made to
e-sr, Imintinuel Lit'fflttan Chum"). 100 5.:15th St., Murra%
Ky.,112071.
Mr. Finch, 81, Murray, died Friday, June 15,
2007, at 9:50 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. A World War II Navy veteran, he was a
member of Immanuel Lutheran Church. Born July 4, 1925, he was
the son of the late Edwin B. Finch and Erma Marie Hesse Finch.
WASHINGTON (AP) — right arm.
Survivors include his wife. Mrs. Dorthy Morgan Finch; one son, Families of
injured soldiers
Often waiting hours on end
Donald W. Finch, Murray; two daughters, Dawn Carol Finch,
poured out tales of frustration on a telephone helpline that
Fremont, Mich., and Denny L. Nienhaus, Farmington, Mich.; two
Monday, telling a presidential yielded little information. Wade
grandchildren. Halle Nienhaus and Brendan Nienhaus.
panel they were forced to said it took her two years to get
become full-time caregivers the necessary paperwork and fix
Mrs. Dorothy Ford
because Of an overwhelmed other errors that resulted in
The funeral for Mrs. Dorothy Ford was today (Tuesday) at 10
health system.
lapsed government disability
a.m. in the chapel of Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home, Benton.
In its final weeks before issu- checks.
Rev. John Arnold and Rev. Howard Connor officiated. Burial was in
ing a final report, the nineIn addition, since medical
the Benton Cemetery.
member commission heard tes- facilities near their home in
Mrs. Ford, 77, Hardin, died Saturday, June 16. 2007, at 12:15
timony on the support available Chapel Hill, NE., were inadea.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. Preceding her in death were one
to loved ones of those hurt in quate, the Wades paid for extra
infant daughter: one sister. Claudine Penney; three brothers, battle in Iraq and Afghanistan.
travel to Walter Reed Army
Randolph Ford, Rossie Ford and Namon Ford; and her parents,
"There's no question that Medical Center in Washington
George Ford and Ruby Young Ford.
there is no system in place for to get needed treatment.
Survivors include one son, Robert Cox, and two grandchildren, continuing care," said former Eventually, Sarah Wade said,
Matt Cox and Ashley Cox. all of Hardin; three brothers. Woodrow
Health and Human Services her employer fired her, saying
Ford, Greyville. Ill., and Herman Ford and Gene Ford, both of Secretary Donna Shalala, who she was inflexible and "had too
Benton; two sisters, Mrs. Juanita West and Mrs. Shirley Jackson, co-chairs the Commission on much going on in her life."
both of Benton.
"I threw my hands up
Care for America's Returning
Wounded Warriors with former because I don't know what to do
Mrs. Beulah Driver
GOP Sen. Bob Dole. "What any more," Wade told the comThe funeral for Mrs. Beulah Driver was Monday at 11 a.m. in . we'd all like to see is a seamless mission. "There just aren't
LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn. Joseph A. System that provides relief to enough hours in the day for me
Walker Sr. officiated. Pallbearers were Jon Driver, Joe Driver, Paul
to be advocate, attendant, drivthe families."
Driver, Larry Brannon, Doug Brannon and James Franklin Nance.
Sarah Wade, wife of Army er, personal assistant and
Burial was in the Puryear (Tenn.) City Cemetery.
Sgt. Ted Wade, detailed an end- spouse."
Mrs. Driver, 86. Puryear, died Friday June 15, 2007, at Paris
"No one will take ownership
less cycle of paperwork lost by
Healthcare & Rehabilitation.
the military after her husband's of the problems," she added. "I
A member of Puryear United Methodist Church, she attended
Humvee was hit by an explosive don't know if it's because no
Mill Creek School and Tolors Business College. She worked for the
in Iraq that caused him traumat- one is able to tell the emperor he
National Youth Administration as kitchen supervisor in the 1940s. at
ic brain injury and severed his has no clothes."
Camp Tyson during World War II, and as kitchen supervisor for
Graystone Hotel in Louisiana and also at Calloway Manufacturing,
Murray, Ky. She also helped her husband in farming.
She was married June 30. 1942 to R.J. Driver, who died June 18,
1981. Also preceding her in death were one son, Henry Lee Driver;
two sisters, Sarah Nance and Rogene Brannon; and one brother. J.C.
Darnell. Born Feb. 18. 1921. in Puryear, she was the daughter of the
late Voyce Darnell and Mary Wall Darnell.
Survivors include one son, Jerald (Jimmy) Driver and wife,
Joetta. Puryear; one daughter. Mrs. Martha Holland and husband,
Marvin. Benton; one sister. Annie Belle Darnell, Puryear; five
grandchildren. Jon Driver and wife. Mollie. Madison, Wis., Alexa
Frommherz and husband. Ryan. Murray. Joel Driver and wife, Kelli,
Streamwood. Ill., and Paul Driver and Allacia Driver, both of Hazel,
Ky.: four great-grandchildren: special friends. Mrs. Laura Counts
and husband. Tom. Cottage Grove. Tenn., and her children.
Elizabeth Hillard and husband. Justin, and Chase Hillard,
Springville. Tenn.. Kyle Bratton. Paducah. Ky., and Christina Steffi
and husband. Joseph. Murray.
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Report on veterans
care to address needs
of family members
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Bush assured of progress
in Iraq during video
conference with leaders
WASHINGTON (AP) President Bush had a nearly
hour-long secure video teleconference with Iraqi leaders on
Monday and came away
impressed and reassured by the
progress they're making on
political, security and economic
reforms, the White House said.
"It's clear that you've got an
environment now where the key
leaders are working together on
these issues," during the 52minute teleconference the president had with Iraq's prime minister, president and two vice
presidents, White House press
secretary Tony Snow said.
Snow acknowledged that
U.S. officials have heard similar
positive statements from Iraqi
leaders before, but said: "We
think they are very serious in
moving on the key items.... I
think the president was
impressed and reassured by the
sense of seriousness that he
heard"
Secretary
of
State
Condoleezza Rice also was
assessing the situation in Iraq in
a meeting at the State
Department with Iraqi foreign
minister Hoshyar Zebari during
which they discussed security
conditions in northern Iraq
where neighboring Turkey is
concerned about the presence of
Kurdish rebels.
"We discussed the importance of not allowing Iraqi territory to be used for acts of terrorism against neighbors in this
particularly
against
case,
Turkey," Rice told reporters.
"The Iraqis do not want and we
do not want their territory to be
used for terrorist acts against
their neighbor."
Bush and Rice's meetings
came a day after Gen. David
Petraeus, the U.S. commander
in Baghdad. warned it could
take as long as a decade to stabilize Iraq.
Petraeus said insurgents
pushing back on newly aggressive coalition military forces
have led to continued violence
in Iraq, describing an ebb-andflow of sectarian murders in
Baghdad.
"The fact is that as we go on
the offensive, the enemy is
going to respond," Petraeus
said. "That is what has happened."
Petraeus also described a
"stunning reversal" in the Anbar
province, a former al-Qaida
stronghold west of the city
where tribes have begun to help
fight the terror organization.
Snow said Petraeus was just
pointing out that counterinsur-

gency efforts "take a great
amount of time. ... That does not
mean that you're going to be in
forward combat operation posture for 10 years."
A Pentagon report released
last week concluded that violence in Iraq edged higher during a four-month period
between February and May —
despite the U.S.-led security
push in Baghdad.
The report also raised questions about Iraqi Prime Minister
Noun al-Maliki's ability to fulfill a pledge made in January to
prohibit political interference in
security operations and to allow
no safe havens for sectarian
militias.
Ryan Crocker, the U.S.
ambassador in Baghdad, on
Sunday called the situation in
Iraq "a mixed picture, but certainly not a hopeless one." He
noted frustrations among signs
of progress, and cautioned
against withdrawing troops too
soon.
Also Sunday, the Senate's
top Republican said that the
Iraqis need to step up their own
efforts as the U.S. scales back
troops in the wake of rising violence in and around Baghdad.
Sen. Mitch McConnell of
Kentucky expressed disappointment with the Iraqi government's progress in stemming
violence and said the U.S. presence there "will be different in
the fall."
"I don't think we'll have the
same level of troops, in all likelihood, that we have now,"
McConnell said. "The Iraqis
will have to step up, not only on
the political side, but on the military side to a greater extent.
We're not there forever."
Congress is waiting for
another progress report, due in
September, on whether the
increase in U.S. troops in Iraq
has been successful.
In
an
interview
in
Newsweek, al-Maliki avoided
being drawn into the debate
between the Bush administration and Congress. The U.S.
"helped us by toppling the
regime and accomplishing many
steps of the political process but
they still can leave," al-Maliki
said. "If the consequences of
staying are bigger than the consequences of leaving, they will
leave."
Crocker said the Iraqis also
are frustrated with their slow
progress but are "very close" to
agreement on a plan for managing the country's oil production
and share resources.

MIRACLE REVIVAL
DO YOU BELIEVE?
June 28th, 29th, 30th & July 1st
6 p.m. Thurs. thru Sat. & 10:30 a.m. Sunday Morning

Christian Liberty Fellowship
Rt. 1551 in Shiloh - From Murray take 80 East to 1551, turn left and
follow 1551 to church From Almo take 464 East, turn on 1551
Evangelist — Grant Morgan
Pastor — Richard Holt
For More Information Call 759-92.55
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Chevron Texaco Corp 83.13 - 0.26
Daimler Chrysler
91.90 0.25
Dean Foods
—31.44 • 0.15
- 032
Exxon-Mobil.
Ford Motor
.8.73 - 0.12
General Electric _______3&17 + 0.10
General Motors --.34.10 - 0.24
GlaxaSinithKline ADR 52.30 • 0.18
+ 0.07
Goodrich
Goodyear
14.71 • 0.26
15.50K 15.57 A
HopFed Bank'
_______ .105.62 + 0.29

prows as of 9 a.m.

Intel
24.03 • 0.14
Kroger._ 30.25 • 0.04
Mattel
2530 - 0.11
McDonalds —
C2.25 .0.15
Merck
.50.67 + 0.04
Microsoft....,,,,,- 0.13
7435 - 0.73
J.C. Penney
65.90 - 0.69
Pemico, Inc.
_26.3$+ 0.12
Pfizer. inc.
,...3434 • 0.05
Regions Financial
.30.71 + 0.15
Schering-llougb
I74.22 - 1.25
Sears Holding Corp
• 0.08
Time Warner ..........
.34.20 — —
US Bancorp
51.84 • 0.30
UST
80.94 • 0.06
WellPoint Inc
4$.$3 - 0.30
Wal-Mart .....,,

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants (1-R).
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 4207t
2707533366 I 8004441854
Hams: 8:00 a.m. 5:00 p.m, M-F
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Calloway County Fair events and other
activities scheduled for this week
Numerous 4-H activities
organizing and preparing
in June for exciting educational
events.
Youth
involved in
4-H are
gaining
four important lifelong skills
which are

are

r

Extension
Notes

Milstery,

belonging.
generosity
and indeBy
&tiny Harper pendence
Through
Calloway
County Agent June youth
will pracfor 4-H/Youth
tice all
Development
four skills
with the numerous activities
and events that lie ahead.
Many of the organized clubs
meet differently in the summer because of the schedules
of leaders and youth. Check
with your leader prior to
attending.
Jumping June Activities
will he exciting And fun for
youth and families.
June has the exciting
Murray-Calloway County Fair
events that you may want to
participate in and or inform
your club membership.
These started Monday and

will continue through Saturday.
We had 4-H events on
Monday with the E.C.H.O.
Shooting Sports Shoot in
archery, riflery and trap; and
had the opportunity to enter
exhibits from 2 to 5:30 p.m.
The Sherrie Garland Memorial Horse Show was Monday
at 6 p.m. in the Arena.
Today (Tuesday). we will
have the Dog Agility and
Dog Obedience at 6:30 and
the Pet Show at 7:30 p.m.
On Wednesday, we will
have a Tractor Driving Contest and the Lawn Tractor
Driving Agility Contest at 7
p.m. in the Arena. In the
Pole Barn. Glorybound Ministries will host four outstanding groups to share
Gospel Music wich are For
Heaven Sake, The Messengers, The Hallajuah Singers
and The Grants from 7:30 to
9:30 p.m. This is an exciting
new event.
On Thursday, we • will
have three events- Skill-A(bons. Ham Speech Contest
and Poultry Exhibition at 7
p.m.
On Friday at 1(1 a.m., we
will have a new event. the
Swine Show in the Pole
Barn and later that evening
will be the Goat Show- at
630 p.m.

On Saturday at 9 a.m.
will be the Open and Youth
Beef Show in the pole barn;
Exhibit Check-Out at 2:30
p.m. and at 6:30 p.m. the
Youth Lamb Show will
shine. Complete Show Bills
or Entry Information are
available at the Extension
Office.
Upcoming Events other
than the Fair:
— Livestock and Dairy
Judging State Contest will be
June 18-20 in Lexington. We
will have 18 youth on the
Calloway County judging
teams in Clover. Intermediate
and Senior Divisions.
-- On June 28 and 29,
volunteers will be assisting
with a Kentucky Department
of Agriculture Expo, the
Western Rivers Livestock
Expo at the MSU Expo
Center.
— The 4-H Float is hosted by the Murray Tiger
Clubs under the direction of
Sarah Chancy and Erin
Hornburger. All 4-H Youth
are welcome to participate.
Wear Green, or Red. White,
and Blue. Bring candy to
throw to crowd.
- The Champions group
of Calloway County is going
to co-sponsor a float with
the Sheriff's Department and
the CCASAP. Youth need

Photo provided

CERTIFICATE PRESENTED: Al Bussey, left, secretary of
Murray Shnne Club, presented a certificate of appreciation to
Jerry Cooper. manager at Wal-Mart. for the store's continuing
support of the Shriner annual paper sales
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The Music Ministry of First
Baptist Church will present the
patriotic spectacular. "I Believe
in Amenca.” as a part of the
Freedom Fest 2007 with the program scheduled to be Monday. July 2. at 7 p.m at Lovett
auditonum on the Murray State

Center

Laser Hair Removal
Leg & Face Veins • Skin Discolorations
Facial Rejuvenation

270 761-4999
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• Hearing Tests
• Hearing Aids
• Service
• Batteries

To place an
ad call
753-1916
141)44.11.\ 11111.s

Lighthouse Clothes Closet open
Clothes Closet at Lighthouse Missionary Baptist Church is
open every Thursday from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. For more information call 437-4588.

CCIIS Vo4Iey&iiU plow'

MMS Council will meet
Murray Middle School Based Decision Making Council will
meet today in the media center. For information call 753-5125

Al-Anon meeting tonight
Eric Wade Thurmond
ray and the grandson of Mary
Swift Thurmond and the late
Cecil Thurmond of Murray and
the late Ray and May Denny
of Dexter,

University campus. As a special treat, the church invites
an area singers to join the
group to sing in the community-wide
"Freedom
Fest
Choir." Rehearsals are held each
Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. and
each Sunday at 7 p.m. in the
choir rehearsal room of First
Baptist Church, 203 South
Fourth St.. Murray. For more
information call Mike Crook
at First Baptist Church during
regular business hours at 7531854

WOFC MURRAY

the office
Stone Rc His

We if the world's most
ads anced digital hearing aids

1130ant
Listen at Work.

Present this advertisement
save up to 30°0 OFF
manufacturer's retail price'

HEARING REHABILITATION

210 South 12th St • Murray
"Since 1876 -

Name Ion Can Mot-

Al-Anon will meet tonight at 7:30 at First United Methodist
Church. Please enter from the southside rear door located near
the playground. The only requirement is that there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or fnend.

Bingo planned Tuesday
The Knights of Columbus sponsor Bingo Tuesday from 6:30
to 9 p.m. at the building at 332 Squire Rd., Murray, KY
42071. Funds from the Bingo help support local, national and
international charities. For more information call 293-7061.

TOPS Group will meet
'MPS • Ky. 623 Chapter will meet Tuesday at 5:30 p.m.
at the Weaks Community Center. Weigh-in will be from 5 to
5:30 p.m. For information call Tracey at 227-5874.

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles (SOS) will net tonight at 7 at the Calloway County Public Library. For information call Pat at 4892909 or Mike at 293-6043.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday and Thursday
at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main St., Murray, next to St. John's
Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-4472004.

Martin's Chapel event planned
Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church will be open
Wednesday from 2 to 5 p.m. for fellowship, prayer and viewing the special history book. Featured will be a DVD and also
a new weekly white elephant sale.

Kinderrnusik Classes scheduled
Kinciermusik Classes will start Monday for children. ages
18 months to 3 years and 3 to 5 years at the Murray State
University ('urns Center. Kindermusik is a music and movement class with a developmentally appropriate curriculum that
focuses on total growth for the developing child. The classes
offered are called -Creatures in My Backyard" for ages 18
months to 3 years and is offered on Mondays from 10 to 11
a.m. from June 25 to July 23. The curriculum for the 3-5
years old will be -Confetti Days" and will be offered from II
a.m. to noon from June 25 to July 23. For more information
or to register your child call Linda at 753-3763 or 759-9015

Angels Attic lists its opening hours
Angels Attic is now open from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesday
through Saturday The attic is striving to make the donation
process for all those who support the efforts on behalf of
Angels Clinic easier. Donations are accepted at the back door
of Angels Attic from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.. Monday through Saturday The access road off Arcadia has been re-opened.

Call Today 270-753-8055
Toll Fro* 1-800-949-5728

STONE-LANG CO.

,pleatotioadlIM

Calloway County High School VolleybakTeam AMR a
rebate today from 5 p.m. to closing at Mr. Gatti's. Customers
are asked to tell the cashier they are there for the team.

The Eagles, Kelly Clarkson, Phil Collins
and all of your favorites.

St

TOPS to meet Thursday
Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469
will meet Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway
Public Library. The meeting is open to the public. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129 or 210-4173.

'I Believe in America'
will be presented July 2

A.'I ii rray

Murray Christian Women's Club wife.
have a reunion meeting on Monday at g
p.m. at Glendale Place which will featuink,
fellowship, refreshments and entertainment;%
Effie Kemp will share her mission tray::
el experiences and Molly Rogers will prrk,
vide musk. Trudy McFarlane will present
the special feature on "Growing and Usage
Herbs to Spice Up Your Life."
.';
For more information to register for t*
event, call Eleanor Keith at 759-1555. '

to wear Red, White and
Blue and line up will be on
lOth Street. Call the Extension Office to sign up.
Middle school and High
School Teens are encouraged
to participate.
— Summer in the Park
Jo's
has an exciting week ahead:
Monday - Turkey Wrap Datebook
Memorial Baptist Youth
By Jo Burkeen Soccer tryouts scheduled
Soccer tryouts for U-10 Girls Soccer Team
Limbo and Funny Songs
Community
will be Thursday from 5:30 to 8 p.m. at the
Tuesday - Chef Salad Editor
Murray-Calloway County Soccer Field. For
Stranger safety City Police at
information call Tim Cunningham at 293-1523.
II a.m.
Wednesday - Ham and
Cheese - Memonal Puppets
Longest Day of Play Thursday
Thursday - Hot Dogs A celebration for the "Longest Day of Play" with free
Dancing with the Stars
screenings will be Thursday from 2 to 6 p.m. at the MurrayCCHS Dance Team
Calloway County Hospital Center for Health & Wellness. There
Friday - Club Sandwich will be Prostate Cancer Screenings (PSA) for men over 50
Health Rocks with 4-H
or over 40 with risk factors. Body Mass Index screenings will
Teens
also be available for everyone free of charge. For information
Monday, June 25 - Turkey call 762-1348.
Wrap- Memorial Baptist
Musical lnterp
Stroke/Brain Injury Group to meet
Tuesday, June 26 - Chef
Murray Stroke/Brain Injury Support Group will meet ThursSalad- Character Counts!&
day at 5:30 in the classroom of Murray-Calloway County HosMartial Arts of Amenca-Tung „pita, Center for Health & Wellness. The program will be by
Dihn.
Bob Stogner who will share the story of his journey back
from Traumatic Brain Injury. All interested persons are invitThe Calloway County 4-H
ed. For information contact Cheryl Crouch at 762-1557.
Program is a part of the
University of Kentucky. ColTwin Lakes club plans meeting
lege of Agriculture CooperaThe Twin Lake Region, Antique Automobile Club of Amerlive Extension Service. The
ica. will meet Thursday at 6 p.m. at Ryan's Steak House.
Calloway County 4-H CounMurray. The club is open to anyone with an interest in antique
cil receives funding from the
automobiles and visitors are welcome. For more information
Murray-Calloway County
contact Howard Brandon at 753-4389 or Terry Ridgley at 753United Way
1829.

Thurmond recognized by book
Eric Wade Thurmond has
been recognized for outstanding achievement and named in
Who's Who Among Outstanding Middle School Students in
the 2006-2007 edition. volume
1
Thurmond. a student at ('alloway County Middle School,
is a Red c;pass Aide/Volun/
leer. His niaaial honors an*
aw ardainekide Honor roll. Math
Award and Perfect Attendance
Award.
The CCMS student is a member of the Junior Beta Club.
His sports and related activities include basketball, biking,
fishing, hiking and swimming.
He has been a member of the
CCMS basketball team and
track team. He enjoys computers, listening to music,
spending time with friends and
family . and video games.
Thurmond is the son of Gary
and Mary' Thurmond of Mur-

Christian Women's Club
reunion will be at Glendale

Gentry House needs bunk beds
Jack Reamilise
105 N. 12th St
Murray, KY 42071
759-I031

The Gentry House, Inc. Emergency Homeless Shelter is in
need of bunk beds. The beds are needed in order to provide
a place for the children to sleep while in the shelter Nancy
case manager. said "At the present time. we only
have beds to accommodate families with two children. Therefore, the families with three or four children end up sleeping
on the couch or floor' For more information. call 761-6802

Vel
coa
ex.
lion
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WOMEN'S STATE AM

Office Space
MILKMAN HOPES TO MAKE MOST OUT OF HOME COURSE ADVANTAGE

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times

Velvet Milkman will try to make the most out of a 14-year
coaching stint at Murray State University by taking that
expereince into the Women's Kentucky_ State Golf Association Amateur tournament next week.

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
If you believe 217 Roy Stewart Stadium is a working address for Velvet
Milkman, then you would be correct.
But if you think that the same address
is where you'll find the Lady Racer golf
coach camped out in her office, you
need to re-think your 41-cent postage.
For the past 14 years, it's no surprise that Milkman has made 2814 Pot-

terstown Road her office — and some
might even argue her home.
Miller Memorial Golf Course, which
sits on a 175-acre tract of land on Potterstown Road, will be home to next
week's Women's Kentucky State Golf
Association Amateur tournament. And
Milkman is hoping to take full advantage of her home course.
Milkman just completed her 14th season at the helm of the Murray State

Next Week
Women's Kentucky State Amateur
When: June 25-29
Where: Miller Memorial Golf Course
Admission: Free

women's golf team. And despite doing
more coaching than playing lately, getting herself back on the course is something she's excited about.
"I know Judy (Lyle, WKSGA execu•See WKSGA, 213

1947-2007
TERRY HOEPPNER

IRVINE 5, FULLERTON 4

Hoosier football
coach dies from
brain tumor
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Indiana football coach
Terry Hoeppner died Tuesday of complications from
a brain tumor, a university spokesman said. He
was 59.
Hoeppner, who had two brain surgeries in the
past 18 months, spent the last four months on
medical leave. He died at 6:50 a.m. at Bloomington Hospital with his family at his side, said J.D.
Campbell, IU sports information director.
—Terry's fight was courageous and will serve as
an inspiration to those who have known him," Indiana athletic director Rick Greenspan said in a statement. "This is a truly sad day for our community and all of our thoughts and prayers are with
the Hoeppner family and to those whose lives he
has touched."
Indiana University team physician Dr. Larry Rink
confirmed in the statement that Hoeppner was being
treated for the brain tumor over the past 18 months.
During Hoeppner's illness the school released few
details of the nature of his condition or his treatment.
Hoeppner, who went 9-14 in two seasons as
Indiana's coach, had taken three medical leaves
since December 2005. He hadn't been seen publicly since late February. Late last week, the school
said assistant Bill Lynch would replace him as
coach for the 2007 season.

a

II See HOOSIERS, 2B

ERIC FRANCIS / AP

State Fullerton in the sixth inning MonUC Irvine's Taylor Holiday, left, celebrates his two-run home run against Cal
day in Omaha, Neb.

Marathon Men
UC IRVINE ELIMINATES FULLERTON IN LONGEST CWS GAME

it

OMAHA, Neb.(AP) — Even
after winning the longest game
in College World Series history, UC Irvine coach Dave Serrano was a bit sad.
Serrano beat his longtime
friend and mentor George Horton and his Cal State Fullerton
team. 5-4 on Monday. Serrano
pitched for Horton at Cerritos
College and later served under
him there as pitching coach.
Serrano coached under Horton
again at Fullerton before taking the UC Irvine head coaching job in 2004.
"The bad news is I had to
say goodbye to my mentor,

coach, friend, my second father, days.
The winner will try to wresa guy I love a lot," Serrano
said. —That's the toughest part tle control of Bracket 2 from
about it. seeing his team elim- defending champion Oregon
inated. I wish our win hadn't State (46-18). a team forging a
been at their expense. but we different path toward the title
went into this knowing one of round this year. The Beavers
us would be happy and one of are in control with two wins
us would be sad."
after beating Arizona State 12The time of the game beat 6 Monday night, rather than
the old CWS mark for longest stanng at elimination as they
game — set in 1981 by Oklawere at this time last year.
homa State and Arizona State
The Sun Devils already beat
— by 40 minutes.
Anteaters once, 5-4 on Satthe
Next up for the Anteaters
on Ike Davis' eighth
urday.
Ariagainst
game
a
(46-16-1) is
zona State (49-14). It will be homer of the year.
Monday's victory over Fullertheir second meeting in four

ton saw eight hit batsmen, 32
runners left stranded on base
and two relievers dueling into
the late innings until Irvine
finally came out ahead.
"I know the baseball purists
were watching that game on the
edge of their seats," said Horton, who was ejected in the
bottom of the 13th inning for
arguing over a hit batsman call.
Bryan Petersen's run-scoring
single to center field ended the
game four batters later, sending the Titans (38-25) home
after two games for the first
time in nine CWS appearances
since 1990.

Tiger has a new cub in den
WOODS' WIFE GIVES
BIRTH TO DAUGHTER
By The Associated Press
Tiger has a cub
Less than 24 hours after Tiger Woods
finished second at the U.S. Open on
Father's Day. his wife gave birth to
their first child, a daughter. He
announced Monday night on his Web
site that Sam Alexis Woods was born
early Monday morning.
"Both Elm n and Sam are doing well
and resting peacefully." Woods wrote.
"We want to thank our doctors and
the hospital staff for all their dedicated and hard work. This is truly a special time in our lives and we look forward to introducing Sam to our fami-

ly and friends over the next few weeks.
We thank everyone for their well wishes and continued respect of our privacy."
Woods said he would miss a major
if it meant seeing the birth of his child.
Now he won't have to. but it's not
clear how his upcoming schedule will
be affected.
Woods finished a shot behind Angel
Cabrera on Sunday to finish second in
a major for the second time this year.
lie's scheduled to host a tournament
in Washington. D.C.. from July 5-8.
The British Open starts July 19. and
the PGA Championship begins Aug. 9
at Southern Hills Country Club in Tulsa.
The past two years have been lifechanging for Woods. who has won 12
majors in his brilliant career.

He turned 30 in December 2005,
and the following May his father. Earl,
died at age 74 after a long bout with
cancer.
In December. Woods went public
with his wife's pregnancy. Last week,
before the U.S. Open he talked about
becoming a father.
"My practice sessions are going to
have to be tailored around a little hit,
have to move things around. But, you
know, I don't really know how my
game is going to be affected by it because
I've never gone through it before," he
said.
"All I know is that Elm n and I are
excited, and that this is far more important than any game of golf. This is an
opportunity for us to raise our first
child, and we're really looking forward
to it."

DARRON CUMMINGS / AP FILE
Indiana fooball coach Terry Hoeppner walks
off the field with his wife, Jane, following a
football game against Wisconsin in Bloomington, Ind., in this September 2006 photo. Hoeppner, 59, died today in a Bloomington hospital
from complications from a brain tumor, a university spokesman said.

ROB CARR i AP
FILE

Woods
Tiger
celebrates with
wife Elin Nordegren after winning the 88th
PGA Championship golf tournament at MedCountry
inah
Club Aug. 20,
2006 in Medinah, Ill. Woods'
wife gave birth
to their first
child, a daughter Sam Alexis
early
Woods,
Monday.
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Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
S 12.tr' St •Murray KY 753-3415

Slate AAA/
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MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL STANDINGS
National League Sanding*
AN Times COT
East Division
W L Pct GB
New Yon
38 30 559
—
Allen1a
38 33 535 11/2
Philedeiphie
36 34 514
3
Floncla
33 38 465 6 1/2
washingion
30 40 429
9
Central Division
W L Pct GB
Milwaukee
39 31 557
—
Chicago
7
31 37 456
St Louis
30 37 448 7 1/2
Pittsburgh
30 39 435 8 1/2
Houston
30 40 429
9
Cincinnati
27 44 38012 1/2
West Division
VI L Pct GB
Sari Diego
—
40 28 588
Los Angeles
39 30 565 1 1t2
Arizona
40 31 563 1 1/2
Colorado
35 34 507 51/2
San Francisco
30 39 43510 1/2
-

Monday's Games
Atlanta 9 Boston 4
Detrott 9 Washington 8
Cleveland 10 Philadelphia 1
N Y Mets 8 Minnesota 1
Milwaukee 5 San Francisco 4
Kansas City 5 Si Louis 3
Chicago While Sox 10 Florida 6
Tamps Bey 10 Arizona 2
Oakland 6, Cincinnati 1
LA Angels 10 Houston 9
Tuesday's Genies
Philadelphia (Kendnck 0-0t at
Cleveland (Slentord 1-0) 6 05 p m
Dance (Durbin 5-3) at Washington
(SirriOntacchi 4-4) 6 05 p m
L A Dodgers (Penny 8-1) at Toronto
iMcGowan 3-2) 6 07 p m
Minnesota (J Santana 6-61 al N V Mets
(JSosa 6-2) 6 10 p m
Boston (Beckett 9-1) at Atlanta
(T Hudson 6-4) 6 35 p m
San Francesco (Uncecum 2-1) at
Milwaukee (Sheets 7-3) 7 05 fri
Kansas City (Elation 2-2) at St Lope.
(K Welk 2-11), 710 pm
Florida (WIWI 7-45) at Chicago Male
Sox (Denks 3-6), 7 11 pm
Chicago Cubs (Marshal 3-2) at Texas
(Tepeda 5-7) 7 35 p m
N Y Yankees (Mussina 3-3) ai
Colorado(Fogg 2-5r 8 05 p m
Tampa Bay (Howell 1-1 / al Arizona
(Davis 4-8) 8 40 p m
Baltimore (Trachsel 5-4) at Sari Diego
(Peavy 8-1) 905 p m
Cincinnati (Bailey 1-0) at Oakland
(Gaudin 8-1). 9 05 p m
Pittsburgh (Goasianny 6-4) at Seattle
(sauna 7-5), 905 p m
Houston (Jennings 0-1) at LA Angels
(Colon 6-2) 906 p m

GOING CAMPING: A total of 76 elementary and middle school students participated in last week's 2007 Murray High Tiger Football Camp which was held at the school

Fan releases poll on Arkansas football
Lirn.E R(X'K tAP)— The lege'. politival science depart- Nutt. and 28 percent are either
question has been asked for J ment. -Sometimes no data are somewhat dissatisfied or very
while now How much sup- Netter than had data.dissatisfied.
port does Razorback football
Roger Woolcy. a longtime
The survey of 6(X) Arkansans
Loath Houston Nutt have in Razorbacks tan lising near — 500 of whom identified
Arkansas'
Birniingham. Ala.. was hoping themselves as regular viewers
One tan wanted to find out. to measure public opinion on of Arkansas sports --- by Cambut a poll he commissioned se% era' topics lacing Arkansas" paigns and Communications
has drawn virtu:ism from some athletic. program. tte released Plus Inc. of Sherwood had a
public opinion
sampling the poll results Monday at a margin of error of plus or
:
4 xpert•.
news conference in downtown minus 5 percent. Vv'ooley said.
"tk very careful . reading Little Rock: 63 percent of those
Eisinger Was one of two
this thing." said Robert Eisinger. surveyed are either very satis- public opinion analysts who
chair (if Lewis and Clark (ol- fied or somewhat satisfied with cautioned against drawing too

Royals strike early
to beat St. Louis
ST LOUIS I API
Pitching around Albert
Scott Rolen homered and So Taguchi had
Pupils %kJ% crucial to Walls PVT/ ending his three hits for the Cardinals, 4-9 in interleague
struggles
play. After the missed opportunities. EncarriaPerri won tor only the second rum in It) cion singled in the eighth to extend his hitstarts and the Kansas City Royals took advan- ting streak to Ix games.
tage of mistakes by Cardinal, starter Adam
"It's pan of the game," Encarnation said.
wain% light in a
wtory over St Louis on "So there's nothing I can say about WMtfriday night
in six innings. Pet-ti 14-71 allowed three
Pere/ intentionally walked Pupils to load runs and %is hits -- a huge improvement after
the bases ill the first and filth and got out ol allow mg an earned
run per inning while going
each Jam when cleanup hitter Juan Encartiain his previous lour starts,
,ion grounded into inning-ending double plays.
The left handcr is 2-5 in his last 10 starts,
'those were the big ones.- Perri said.
but ended a four-game losing streak against
-Pujols is the hest guy in the lineup and if I
the Cardinals Prior to Monday he had allowed
hang any pitch he's going to hit it out and
foe earned runs in 2 1-3 innings of relief at
IWo of three runs are going to store
new Busch Stadium, which opened last year
-It v.as really good to put him on base and
Pujols entered ths game l.3-for-19 with use
pitch to Encarnacton
homers and I. kills against Perez. Besides
John +luck !lowered and Mari Teahen had
the intentional walks. Pupils struck out with a
two has and an RBI tor the Royals, starting
runner on third to end the-third
(-.1
Faille
road trip after a season-best
a 10
"tic's only hitting like .700 against him."
homestand dunng which they took two of three
trout the Cardinals while outscoring them 28- Royals manager Buddy Bell said "We had rn
choice."
1h
Octavio Dotcl allowed a hit and struck out
Wainwright a5-6) gave up use runs
four
caned
in seven innings. lis e day s after two in the ninth for his sixth aase in six
limiting the Royals to one hit in eight score- chances
less innings in Kansas City lie hurt himself
Wainwright threw wildly to first on a rela-_
tontitlerahly in the field, committing his first lively easy play in the first, Lstchan German's
two crows of the season in the first and then hunt just to the right of the mound. allowing
making a mental error while trying for a spec- Crennan to go to second A wild pickolT throw
iaculai play
ads Atwell German another base and he scored
3.1 hat an idiot.- Wainwright said, "My
on Emil Brown's two-out hit to give the Roy stunk V4 hat MOM can you say
als a I-0 lead.

Family & Needline Night
at the Fair
Wednesday, June 20th
AIM

Carnival opens at 6 p.m.

many conclusions from the survey. Adam Berinsky. an associate professor of political science at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, warned
about the order in which questions were asked.
Respondents were first asked
about some topics from recent
months, such as an infamous
e-mail sent by booster Teresa
Prewett to former Arkansas
quarterback Mitch Mustain.
Later, respondents were asked

•Hoosiers
From Page 1B
In December 2005. doctors
removed a tumor from his right
temple a year after Greenspan
hired Hoeppner.
His wife. Jane, said in a statement announcing Lynch's hiring that her husband was undergoing radiation and chemotherapy treatments. He had been
hospitalized last week, but Was
expected to return home Friday.
In September. a CT scan
revealed another growth in the
Same area of Hoeppner's brain.
When doctors operated a second time. Hoeppner left the
team - - an absence expected
to last two weeks that lasted
through spnng practice
Hoeppner is survived by his
wile, three children — Amy.
Allison and Drew -- and four
grandchildren Funeral arrangements base not yet been
announced

Y SA Simi° League Retorts
Ilaorxtes June 4
Spoilable Scoreboards 6
Kentucky West Nursery 3
Spoilable Cinensive Player of tho
Genie Aaron R,
Spoilable Delionilive Player of the
Game Preston E
Kentucky West No report
Scalable Scoreboards 13.
~side Veterinary Service 4
Sponeble Offenalve Player of the
Game Dalton Lassiter
SoortiMie Defensive Meyer of the
Game Jonah Brannon
westside OWenelvii nom or Me
Gueser. Genus Kendal
wireiside Delensive Player of the
Geier Brent i.5'(
rosaries. Jon*
Yekets Volt 13 Webastol
Yates Yak
*reboot° 011ionstve Players or the
Game
&POO
,
Shelton
wonesto Defensive Mayers of the
Game Josh Conner Li Noic Disie
webesto 10 Dr Bobo 0
webrisio Offensive Mayers of die
Goma Jorah Urinew A Nob
,Dow
Webests Dislenelve Players of the
Game. Nob
,Dale & Demi Bowden
Or Sobs: No repon

6 for $
Bring 6 conned goods per person and
receive General Admission ($3 Value)•
Coupon for $3 of armband price

—

Oslo Country Club will -how ilenidnit4teAMI‘erironliggifrillrriss.klhe tournament, open to both girls and boys ageK'`'r to it, cull begin at 8:30
for players playing three, six and nine holes For those players playing 18 holes.
the event begins al t2:30 p.m
In the girls' division. 7- and 8-year-old pancipants win play three holes. 9And 10-year-olds will play six holes. I- and 12-year-olds will play nine holes
and it. to 18-year-olds will play 18 holes.
In the boys' division, those ages 11 and under are slated to play nine holes
Participants ages 12 to 18 will play 18 holes
The entry fees are: $15 for three- and six-hole players; $20 for nine-hole
players and $30 for 18-hole players Prices will be awarded to first, second and
third place finishers and to the overall champions in both the girls and boys
divisions.
Lunch vs ill be provided at I I ;0

•WKSGA
Racer championships. She has
From Page 1B
live secretary) worked very also coached 12 All-OVC
hard to get the tournament here. golfers and four OVC Golfers
and I play in this tournament of the Year.
Because the women's state
every year." Milkman said. "It's
the only tournament I get to am will certainly bring some
play in. and ifs a lot of fun." of those former Lady Racers
Not counting the many back to Murray. Milkman has
fundraisers and scrambles she's been busy cleaning the cob webs
played in since taking over the off the clubs.
'1' have • tried to play a lot
MSU program in 1993, Milkman has never played in a more this year. which breaks
down to once or twice a week,"
tournament at Miller.
In 20(Xl. Milkman made the she added. "I do feel like I
finals of the women's amateur have played more this year
--- the only event she can make than I have in the past. just
because the tournament is here
time for.
But mores°, Milkman likes and I'd like to play well."
Which bears the question:
the fact that former and current Lady Racers are given one Does Milkman know every
week to come together for what nook and cranny that the Miller
the coach likes to call a reunion. course has to offer?
"If I haven't been there. I
"I'm going to guess that there
are going to be about- 10 to think I probably know the per12 Lady Racers, and we'll all son who has! I don't know if
be pulling for each other." I know every one. but I probMilkman said. "Somehow, we ably know spots on this golf
end up playing each other at course that many people don't
even know exist," she said.
one point.
"Hopefully. it they learned 'That can be a good thing or
anything from our program it's a had thing!
-I've seen a lot of putts on
that you go out and play the
golf course and not pay atten- these greens. whether they be
tion to the competition and set my putts or someone else's. I
what happens from there," she do think. because I do play
out here so much, that there
explained.
Milkman has six Ohio Val- is a comfort level that comes
ley Conference Coach of the along with it."
Year awards to her credit,'Mose
trophies go along with six Lady

Company-orovided Ca. Waning tor quailed candidates

• 833 500-$60 500(dependep on se:enamel
• Lowoost rnadcal and dental insurance

food Items will he fl000tod to 11~111116.

Gospel Singing in Pole Barn 730 p.m.

Monday's Games
Atlanta 9 Boston 4
Detroit 9 Washington 8
Cleveland 10 Philadelphia
N.Y. Mets 8, Minnesota 1
Kansas City 5. St Louis 3
Chicago White Sox 10, Florida 6
Tampa Bay 10 Arizona 2
Oakland 8. Cincinnati 1
LA Angels 10, Houston 9
Tuesday's Games
Philadelphia (Kendrick 0-0) at
Cleveland (Stanford 1-0) 6.05 p m
Detroit (Durbin 5-3) at Washington
(Simontaccht 4-4). 6 05 p m
LA Dodgers (Penny 8-1/at Toronto
(McGowan 3-2). 807 p m
Minnesota ).1 Santana 6-6) at N Y Mets
(JSoas 8-2) 6 10 p m
Boston median 9-1f at Atlanta
(T Hudson 6-4). 6 35 pm
Kansas City (Elation 2-2) at St Louis
(K.Welle 2-11), 710 pm
Fionde (Wills 7-6) at Chicago White
Scut (Oinks 3-6). 7 11 pm
Chicago Cute (Marshall 3-2) at Texas
(Tined. 5-7), 735 pm
N V Yankees(Musum 3-3) at
Colorado (Fogg 2-5), 8.05 pm
Tampa Bay (Howell 1-1) at Arizona
(Dews 4-8). 8-40 p m
Baltimore (Trachsal 5-4) at San Diego
IPeavY 8-1). 905 pm
Cincinnati (Bailey 1-0) at Oakland
(Gaudin 6-1). 9 05 p.m
Pittsburgh (Go(zelanny 6-4) at Seattle
(Batista 7-5). 9-05 pm
Houston (Jennings 0-1) at LA Angels
(Colon 6-2), 905 p.m

SportsBriefs

SCHICINS.
.

American Unique Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
W L Pct GO
4.4 25 838
Boston
—
New York
35 32 522
8
Toronto
33 35 48510 1/2
Tampa Bay
31 37 45612 1r2
Baltimore
15
29 40 420
Contrail Division
W
L Pct GB
41 28.594
Clavelancl
—
Detroit
1
40 29 580
Minnesota
3.4 34 500 6 1/2
29 37 43910 1/2
Chicago
29 42 406
Kansas City
13
West Division
W L Psi GB
45 26 634
Los Angsies
—
Oakland
38 31 551
6
Seattle
35 31 530 7 1/2
Texas
26 43 377
18
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$8.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Acis Must Run Within b Day Per-at)
Guide)
2335 • column inch extra for Monda (S
I I

$8.25 First Day -20 words or less
Over 2f) words 5X each
Addition41 Consecutive uaays 2.12 per word per day.
$335 extra for Shopper(Mon. Clasafieds go into Shopping (..uide)
13.00 extra for blind box ads.

=.=1

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask
ay 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. Office Hours: Monday-Frid
for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown

060
lee Wined

LSO
Nolte

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY

Ordinance Number 2007.1342
An ordinance adopting the City of Murray, Kentucky
Annual Budget for the period July 1, 2007 through
June 30, 2008 by estimating revenues and appropn
sting funds for the operation of City government

vs H Thomas Rushing
H Thomas Rushing, Mayor
Attest:
Vs Harts McClure
Harts McClure, City Clerk
Summary prepared byWarren Hopkins. City Attorney

The Murray Electric System is now accepting
applications tor the position of Customer Service
Representative This position requires employee
to collect, balance, document, and deposit all
payments from customers. Position also assists
customers in setting up new accounts, leoninebon of services, transfemng services, and collection of deposits and fees Position reports
directly to MES Customer Service Manager
Competitive salary based on expenence and
communications skills. Applications can be
obtained at the Business office at 4th & Olive,
between 7:30 am, and 4:15 p.m. M-F. deadline
for applying is June 27th. 2007.
EOE. No phone calls piease.

thitakk_SikkE Pella Window and Door has

k

SII \ I \ II)
•• K I
II
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I !I', ! iv! I
\II

753-1752

an opening for a Replacement Window &
Door Sales Professional based out of
Murray, KY. Ideal candidate should have l2 years of In-Home Sales experience.
Knowledge of Windows, Doors, and
Millwork is a plus. College degree preferred. Excellent computer,communication.
and customer service skills are a must.
Competitive compensation program & full
benefits. Please email/fax resume to:
jobs@ pelladirectcom/336-346-3864

HOW does 2-3 hours a
day for extra pay & no
weekends sound to
you? USA TODAY has
openings for independent delivery persons
working early morning hours in the
Murray & Mayfield
areas Applicants must
have good credit &
reliable transportation
To apply, please call
our 24 hour hotline at
1-888-854-6475

Nebo
SANDRA D's Diner's
Speciality Ice Creams.
Name your flavor
'Dine in Only- 94 East
293-3816

CALLOWAY Gardens
& Essex Downs Apts
accepting bids for
resurfacing parking
lots. 1505 Diuguid Dr.
753-8556

4
I.

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of the
accounts has been filed in
Calloway District Court
by Vicki Jones, Executor,
in the estate of, Dan
Wyett Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed
in the Calloway County
District Court on or
before the hearing, which
us set for the 2 day of July,
2007
Linda Avery
Circuit Court Clerk

1114140
Certified
AFAA
Exercise Instructor now
oftenng 1 -on-1 training
Monday.
sessions
1.30-5:00
Thursday
and all day Friday. 27(2'293-6269
BLUEGRASS Gardens
Daylity Farm, 684
Crossland Rd., Murray
(7835). Wed.-Sat. 104:30, pots 62.50 & up.
www.bluegrassgardencnet
COME to wtiere the
Iles bloom.
Outside inn Dayfily
Nursery.
565 Magness Rd..
Hardin, KY.
Mon -Sat.,
8AM-6 30PM
437-4015. 703-7059
500 new varieties

Support your local
praisers,akop
Solon* Motetis
the square.
Calloway Co.
Farm Bureau
THE Murray Ledge
& Times considers its
sources reliable, but
do
inaccuracies
occur. Readers using
this information do SO
at their own risk.
persons
Although
and companies mentioned herein are
believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for
their activities.

A child needs you!
Become a foster parent, up to $36/day.
270-443WKUMFS
9004
BARTENDER. DAYS &
NIGHTS 641 Club on
Puryear. Tennessee
Good pay for the right
person. 4 or 5 days a
week Must be neat in
Bring
appearance
resume in person 11-6
731-247-5794

CAME.Full-time.
bonsai.. High school
graduate. cash register
experience required
Clock on "Empiornenr
at
*low murraystate edu
for additional require
merits and work
schedule Salary
$779 hourly Apply
at. Human Resources
Murray State
University, 404 Sparks
FREELANCE
Hell, Murray, KY
PhotoffraPhY•
42071-3312.
Females, weddings,
Women/minorities
reunions.
encouraged to apply
270-210-4173
AA
HAIR aeon services for EEO. M/F/D,
employer.
d
homeboun
the
and FULL time position
Professional
stylist
now open to, tIrs
licensed
Handicapped/Hornebo changer whnechariscal
undlSick. Cal 270-978- knowledge Ecitxtorny
Tire 751 8500
1349

Now hiring an outgoing, energetic individual with a background in outside sales to
service existing clients and expand advertiser base for new regional publication.
Individual must possess excellent oral, written and interpersonal communication skills
and be goal oriented.
This full-time position includes health &
dental benefits, paid vacation, and salary
plus commission. Salary will be based on
experience.
Send resume to:
P.O. Box 1040-T
Murray, KY 42071

Help Waned
CENTURY 21 now
needs one professional sales person
Experience ok Bnng
resume to University
Square, 301 North
12th St

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted- section
Oil our classifieds
webPage at
murrayledger corn.
you will be redirected
to yknetwork.com
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the icibeetwork corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you

Executive Assistant
Murray based company looking for
Executive Assistant
Responsibilities
include assisting the
CEO in daily operations and special pro!acts, scheduling, correspondence, administrative coordinahon,
and prioritizing to meet
deadlines
Must have the ability to
work comfortably
under pressure, while
maintaining confidentiality and professionalism Must have excellent communications
and organizational
skills
Starting salary based
on education and expe4
14
5
4
ilsosI
out rience
Submit resumes to
jobsOtaplogic corn
the
on
-ar with
weddingc/cenion
"E ecutive
Assistant' in subpect
Since 1989
swiumerfildger.com kne

Check us

Web!

270-753-1001

GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air condibaseboard
tioners,
heaters. Used carpeting. 753-4109

111 it I. •

150
Articles
For SO

Needed:
11A1'1:1411..Ni I I)
\(
Benefits include:
• Air Conditioned Shop
• Paid Vacations
• 8 Paid Holidays
• Company Paid
Employee Insurance
• 401K Plan
Send resume or apply. at
MayBeid Machine
& Tool, Inc.
1107 Old Pryorsburg Rd.
PO. Box 738
Mayfield, KY 42066
270-247-0501
FULL time assistant
positions
manager
available in Murray and
Cadiz. High school
diploma or equivalent
required Training provided Please apply at
Cash
Murray
the
Express location 310
N. 12lh
270-753-8999
HELP WANTED
Part/Full time 3 shifts
daily 7 days a week.
SlIhr after paid
training • Benefits
Contact us now?
14110474-JOBS or
varaw.168811741obacan
HELP Wanted Hiring
both days and nights
Weekends a must
Apply in person after
1:00 PM. °vino s.
1203 Chestnut Street
Insurance
LOCAL
Office has an opening
for an entry-level staff
position It you are
pleasant and personable, career-minded,
ambitious, a self starter
with good work habits,
please send resume to
100 N 5th St. Murray,
KY 42071

OWNER
FINANCE
_ '98 3BR 2BA $5,000
down $645 month. I
acre. Murray area.
753-1011

20 church pews, white
oak. 270-345-2075
prom
CINDERELLA
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each 270-492-8614

FT/PT
SEEKING
receptionist Excellent
people, computer &
typing skills and able to
learn new software
Mail
applications.
resumes to P.O. Box
1040-E, Murray, KY
42071.
WAITSTAFF needed
Must have flexible
including
hours
evening & weekends
Call (270)328-8980

BABYSITTING
.6:00 am- 6:00 pm
•filon-Fn
-Lunch is provided
293-3682
Ask for Tisha
CLEANING for Homes
or Businesses I have
20 years experience
270-759-9553
HOME cleaning
services 227-7129
NEED a babysitter?
High school Junior has
lots of experience and
loves kids 227-7733
NON-SMOKING mother providing child care
for all ages Please call
227-6069

ANTIQUES Call Larry
753-3633
BANNIE hens
489-2154

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m. —12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

Calloway County
-ictorial History &
Family History
Books
759-4938
753-2350

For Rad
48R 2BA, all appli
ances. central H/A
Coleman RE 753-9898

1987 Schultz 14x64
with a 7x21 tilt out, 38R
2BA, all appliances
included. Must be
moved, $6,000 OBO
293-7257 or 227-3930
1997 28x70 38R 2BA.
moved
be
Must
(270)527-6604

LiVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
3EIR $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment
753-8221

2004 CLAYTON 16x80,
vinyl siding, shingle
roof, 3BR, 2 bath, like
new.(270)489-2525

LEATHER hide a bed
sofa w/ twitching chair
& ottoman, coffee
table, end tables, &
rocking recliner. 2931892

GOVERNMENT
FUNDS FOR 1ST
TIME HOME BUYERSI Zero clown? Your
land or family land.
Ends
731-584-9429
June 15

PLAYSTATiON 1 & 2
GAMES Now sold/traded at Wood Electronics
on the Court Square.
Huge Selection, Great
Prices! 753-0530
SATELLITES
DISH Network Satellite
Systems - Everyone
qualifies! Plasma &
LCD TVs, home entertainment centers, TV
carts, surround sound.
coax. HDMI & component cables Beasley
Antenna & Satellite
506-3 N. 12th St. 7590901
SPA/HOT tub. Never
used. 6'x6', 220 volt,
extra lets, under warranty. New: $4495,
sacrifice $1,695. 931378-4834
STRAW for sale, $2.50
bale 489-2436. If no
answer. leave message

121
02 Kenmore 13.7 CF
auto defrost upright
freezer, $140. Murray
(731)616-8041
DRYER White,
Kenmore, good condi
lion. $75 753-3273
after 5:00
KENMORE Elite washer & dryer Heavy duty.
$250080
270-210-1429
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD 441(1145

MOM COMPUTERS
A. Certified Techniciar
Service/ repairs
769.3656

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

ANTIQUE Plano
upright Baldwin
good sound board
$150 OBO
Call 759-2048

.1% Allabil

X1 loPX1(1‘.
75.1.5.5110

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

Make

Ill '1
a''s I
It Nt. I SIs
pi Ilk k-1111
•I'l

Practical Dental
Assisting
We are now accepting
registration for the
class which begins
Sept. 8, 2007.
You will be trained on
11
tor
Saturdays
weeks, allowing you to
keep your present lob
while you gain skills for
a rewarding career
Most dental assistants
have evenings, weekends, and holidays off.
For more information
and registration forms,
website
our
visit
www. h lede n ta I corn
or call our office
Dr. Charles Bohle
270-442-0256
Financing Available
Enrollment is Limited!

060

830 Case tractor.
Diesel with 7 foot pickup bush hog, 63,500.
5 foot 3-point hitch King
Kutter finish mower,
6600. 436-2318

CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S 12th,
Murray.

KIDZTOWN Academy
is seeking someone
who wants to help
young children learn
Experience is required
Call 761-5439 or come
by 810 Whitnell for
information
LICENSED plumbers
Good pay (270)2106437
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-in, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.

VIEWED TO RE THE BEST

County
CALLOWAY
Fire-Rescue, Inc. has
opened bids for a new
four-door commenc.al
pumper fire truck. Bid
specifications can be
obtained at 101 East
Sycamore, Murray, or
by calling (270)7534112 Bids Must be
received by close of
business (1700 hours)
on Monday. July 23,
2007 for consideration.

Equoullit

Weird

0,th,Squn,

(270) 753-1713
160
liorne Furillidass
COUCH, leather recliner. computer desk, cabinet, trampoline, ping
pong table. and tootball table. 270-2939387

Lovers
ANTIQUE
Lillian Russell 5 piece
mahogany bedroom
group. $4,000
Jenny und 4 piece oak
twin bedroom group.
$1,800 270-247-3139

VISA

New Listing-3 Mobiles
Large Garage-On 2
lots
All for under $70K.
Contact Mike Conley,
Olive Branch Auction &
Realty
270.293.3232

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available.
753-2905 or 753-7536.
PENNY Mini Storage
10X15 units 0 $35
VISA/MC
270.293.3232
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
Onside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
*Safe & clean
Wile sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
For Rent
Ill
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
iinsites1Prop.
Cori lIF
l
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
OFFICE or retail space
Wednesday, Friday.
available. Prime locaPhone 759-4984.
tion 753-2905,
Equal Housing
293-1480
Opportunity
TDD *1-800-648-6056 UNIVERSITY Square 1300 sq. ft. to 4500 sq
RED OAKS APTS.
ft. CENTURY 21
Special
Loretta Jobs
$100 Deposit
Realtors
1BR $325
753-1492
2BR $375
Call Today!
UPSTAIRS floor 401-A
753-8668
Maple, 4,000 sq.ft. or
be divided. private
can
Story Avenue duplex
restrooms,
offices,
55. All appliances
counter space, cabiIncluded. 767-9948
nets, conference room.
270-978-0698
For Flint

NICE 2 bedroom
mobile home 7539866 or 293-8385
NICE clean mobile
home, Neal Starks
Park Lane, Hardin.
437-4485
437-3907 before
8:30PM

ROOM for rent in
pleasant house. Full
use of kitchen and
bath. Cable TV & 5 premium channels plus
high speed intemet and
all utilities included
except phone. $250,
$200 deposit, lease
and references. No
pets. 227-0406
Houses For Flint

$110 per month. Newe
homes only. 492-8488

M

ob For Art

1 & 2 bdr apts No pets
Leave a message 270
753-1970
1 OR 2br apts near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo
753-4109
1BR furnished or
unfumished.low utilities, no lease required.
no pets $245/mo
753-3949
1BR near MSU. other
locations available,
appliances. Coleman
RE 753-9898
1BR, IBA, washer,
dryer, stove. refrigerautilities
tor. Some
No pets.
included
References required.
$300 plus deposit. 7539983
1BR, various locations,
$200-$300 Coleman
RE 753-9898
28R 28A duplex with
garage. 270-753-7457
or 270-227-3054
28R apartments available Great location. 1
year lease, 1 month
deposit, no pets.
753-2905
28R duplex, nice.
Chi/A, appliances fur
rushed. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR near MSU.
appliances Coleman
RE 753-9898
38R 2BA duplex, fire
place, dining room
Coleman RE 753-9898

3BR foreclosure. Buy
for only $20,200. For
listings 800-560-1951
ext. S021
3BR only $262 per
month. 5% down 20
years at 8% APR. For
listings 800-560-1951
ext. S891

DOG Obedience
436-2858
NEW FOUNDLAND
Akita mix. shots &
wormed. $7500
270-853-3662

AOHA 9 year old grey
gelding, 6 year old blue
roan mare, trail horses,
gentle, $1,500 OBO
Western show saddle
16 705-8208
HAIR sheep for sale
11 white Dorper ewe
lambs. Call 437-4714
or 293-6359

NICE 3BR 2BA with
carport. $650. Lease,
no pets. 753-7457,
227-3054

All Real Estate adver
tised in the newspape
is subject to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968, as amended. which makes it illeA&F Warehousing
gal to advertise any
Near MSU $20-50
preference, limitation,
753-7668
or discrimination based
on race, color, religion,
H I,SS
sex, or national origin,
0101,1
-s1.
•I 1 I
or an intention to make
any such preference.
limitation, or discrimination. This newspaper
will not knowingly
accept any advertising
for real estate which is
J&L RENTALS in violation of the law
MINI-STORAGE Our readers are hereby
all
that
informed
Now renting
Located at 720 S 4th St. dwellings advertised on
this newspaper are
270-436-M%
available or an equal
270-293-6906
opportunity basis'

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
•AR Size Units
Available
'Now Have
Climate Control

753-3853

CLASSIFIEDS
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Lew
1998 Silvered) piciurp
Short wheel base, six
n0re 5 speed manJail
transmission,
139.000 miss. $3.70c
762-0266 between
5-7PIA

-ad Newly
FIRST TIME
OFFERED,
New Lakefronts
2 DAYS ONLY Sat
Sun
June 30th 11 July 1st
Save up to 110,000
In Closing Comet
I. AC Lake Access
134.000 vii/FREE Bost angel
Lakefront iiir/ Dock
$74,900
Wooded lake properly
(XI spectacular
160,000 acre Kentucky
Lake, Take a tour 8
enter drawing to we, a
FREE 20 Boat(
Excellent financing
Cal 1400-704-3154
est 1295 KY Land
Partners. LLC

AMINO
,• acres in Kirksey
yea Wooded private
iudes utilities, well
septic gravel pit, can
s,itrlivide Calf
i489 ?979 leave

1994 Dodge LWB 4WO. while. 134,w,
good conon, power
everything, good Wes.
runs good $3.500
0130 759-9924

ci•m

2005 Layton Les travel
trader. 26, 'sorption
condition. Extended
warranty.
$12.000
(270)227-9787
'01 *SP slide-out Used
3 times. See at Mrtcheil
Bros. Paving inside
shop. 753-1537
78 Jayco motorhorne
48K actual miles, generator, heat & au. nevey
decorated, excellent
corxinon. $5,500 OBO.
753-7991

FORECLOSURE, 308
only 820200 For III
Inge 800-560-1951 sat.
SIX"

i
OFIll RI 1 II I!

7541-0-0
753.153"

I 27017h -HOW

KENTUCKY
LAKE.
Jonathan Creek. deep
water horne wen peva. dock. 1.2 acres.
38R 2BA. 1369.900
270-205-0234
PRICE REDUCED,
construction
New
1086 Robertson Rd
4/311 2.12 bath Over
3 000 square feet
under roof 1 1 4 acres,
city uties Call
270-293-2512

MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

MCKINNEY INS.
IN N. MI STREET

753-3500
2006 YF2 Yeanatte.e60
accessorise. Me
new. 14.600 negotiable. 270-227-5977
2004 Spengler 6113XL
Bieck. extras. 2.500
f1111,11. 18.300 492(1533 or 293-8534
01 Yamaha Warrior.
white Bros E-Serles
pope KIIN air Mist
wprecharger. reletted
carb Alba Neil tiers.
TIM/ TOM new acme.
'ones. 92.700 7595911

KAYOT pontoon 28
100HP
Johnson
Needs carpet, no trailer. $2.000 270-4366229, mobile 615-6318151

L
LAM
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing. Manicsmog
& Lands(aping
duatant.....1

LIM
Mowing
./VOISI prices
mulch other
services Mao
753-8294
227-6668 Cell
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALI. 753.1916
227-8575 Dirt Cheap
Lavni Service.
Mowing, bush trim•
mgng gutter cleaning.
spring cleaning
&
much more

11 15 lb inch
Starting at 520
mounted

Call 753-5606

°IL=
2002 Mercury Mertes*
LS 32.000 milk. mire
condition
270-382 7663

19116.40witsit
7534747

750 dieser
neeuei engine 414
112 300 17085.3-5042

Calhoun Construction, LLC

wit

General Contracting

of

Commercial I Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

to
is

Tree Maintenance & Debris Removal
Trees shaped, trimmed or remos ed
Stump removal • All modern equipment
21 hour emergency service • Licensed & Insured

Office: 270-761-6790

Ross Frame,Jr.

Cell: 270-978-1007

Res.: 270-474-0323• Cell: 270-227-3140
"No job is complete until customer is sati,fied "

Sh
,
sir

an.
Kt
Ju

Need help
Promoting your Business?
Call us we will be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger & Times

ill \I I
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w
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270-753-1916
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Horoscope
IIAPPN

by Jacqueline Bigar

BIRTHDAY

for

Wednesday, June 28, 2007:
this year life takes some swift

sion You do know what is workable Honor your Judgment
Tonight Homeward bound

Urns. and you might be sur- CANCER (June 21-July 22)
prised or even jolted. Pursue a ***** Reach out for others,
especially if they have been MIA
—NADEAU S —
steady. even path. Your stability
as of late Another approach or
Construction
will come from a sound sense of different choice of words could
•Floonng *Decks
knowing who you Are as well as impact a situation Prioritize
•Vinyl siding •All other
where you are heading. Goals Much demands your attention,
Home Improvements
will keep you on the right path. and your immediate attention at
(270)976-2111
Ideas often come from brain- that Tonight Visit with a fnend
Licensed 8 Insured
storming with family or simply LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Cleaning
DAVID'S
relaxing at home. Truth he told, **** Leo is prone to extravaService AK external
you might have many choices gance That trait could easily
cleaning. Vinyl, fences.
emerge late in the day if you
coming
your way. If you are sinetc (270)527-71715
yourself
don't
in
rope
gle, you could meet that special Understanding
why you need to
CINJ HANDYMAN
person close to the new year. indulge to such an extent might
We deal the odd gibs
Even if the relationship isn't be important Honor another's
you don't have time
easy, it is worthwhile. If you are inquiry but say "no" to a risk
for.
attached, your bond grows as Tonight Slow down and relax
Painting, siding roots,
you put a higher priority on fam- after paying bills'
decks
293-5438
ily and your domestic life. VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
VIRGO might be overbearing *le*** Put your idea out there
or take a first step Though
sometimes.
tumultuous feelings could come
I•I IN(.
up, stay steady and on course
The Stars Show the Kind of You will like
the end results
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; Matters involving property or
4-Positive: 3-Average, 2-So-so: family could be a touch chaotic
• 4 0; 1211:
22ii
I -Difficult
or extreme Tonight What would
make you happy'?
ARIES (March 21-AprIl 19)
UBRA(Sept. 23-Oct. 22)

I)SW

.1•,30/4dhan•lis Old lIVrt•
l'•t JO Stt•••• iihoglems A f • •
g, Ilk CO M.. ,s
Ci•
. ;

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal
Stump grinding tire
wood Insured
489-2839

JOE S JOBS

**** You have been the bearer of the flame for the past few
days Now assume a more subtle but just as effective role

Know when you need to back off
and say "no Too much information could put you in a quandary
Ask a trusted associate to help
you sort through facts and opin
ions Tonight Easy does it
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Where others stumble
you take the lead Knowing
when to pull back and try yet
another approach might be key
Not everything that happens
meets
your
expectations
Remember Taurus, you cannot
control other people Tonight
Midweek break'
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Start from square one

Listen to suggestions first, then
mull them over If you aren't
comfortable don't make a deci-

*** Everyone has a light to

calf a halt to what doesn't work
for him or her Though you might
not be sure this course of action
is a good choice, make this idea
an option A call or meeting provides perhaps too much information! Tonight A personal night
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Understanding what
might be provocative but important falls on your shoulders A
meeting or get-together points to
you using more energy and
Be
resources
sure
you
absolutely want to pursue that
course of action
Tonight
Surround yourself with friends
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
****** You know what
works Take measures to ensure
that a specific path will be followed No hemming and hawing
action is necessary Avoid scat-

tering in many directions and ultimately?
getting nothing done Tonight. PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
Could be late
***** Others dominate,
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) though you certainly have a lot
**** Understand that you on your plate. Knowing when to
don't have to have the answers. say "enough" might be helpful.
even if you are looking for solu- as many want you to follow
tions You do need to use your through on their projects. Let
ingenuity to draw results that others do what they want. You
work. Someone you meet, don't have to join in. Tonight: Say
though fun, could be trouble- "yes" to an invitation
some to your life. Tonight: A
favorite TV show.
BORN TODAY
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Actress Nicole Kidman (1967)
**** Clearly another person singer Lionel Riche (1949)
has strong ideas, whether you actor Errol Flynn (1909)
•••
choose to follow them or not
You don't need to be on top of a Jacqueline Bigar is on the
project or plans This person
Internet at http://www.jaCquewould take pleasure in running linebigar.com.
the show Tonight: So many (c) 2007 by King Features
friends, but what is important Syndicate Inc.

V
I

PROPOSED REGULATIONS
COULD AFFECT YOUR 403(B).
Review Yours Today
Ii you work tor an educational institution and have a 403(b)
retirement plan, you should know that
regulations
may change some of the choices 5•8115111ve•
your rctin,
merit funds beginning in 2008. We can help make sure thosc
funds keep working for you.

Call your local financial advisor today for a free
review of your plan to determine how proposed

regulations may affect your options.
•

Larr, Jackson
Me S. 1215 Si. Mar 11
Murray, K1 42111
753-4227

Fork PeraiMea
5151 Maim St
%array, K1 42//71
753-7401

1:Akard Jones
wwwelererlIrrees.r ern

MAKING SIN% 01 It4VESTIfIG

Suite IW

24 mown soma
Res . Com . A lad.
1.1Lerricii & Insured
All jobs -big or small

436-2867 Lamb's
Prolessional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal. etc insured
438-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hating Clean
Out garages. gutters,
funk & tree work
A AFFORDARLE
MAULING Gleam/
WNW! Ike* Yard*
taar clown buildings Mc
Free ealernalse
Call 789-2048
A-1 Joe's Mower
repair. Free pick-up,
delivery 436-2067

AAA HANDYMAN
Al types of carpentry,
addeona. decks
Hauling. dew' up junk
Garage. yards.
buildings
PromPt depended@
Free seemeles
35 yrs experience
Anytime 7519210

29 - 49541
ArfOROARilf
CAIIPPIFNTIOV

Willrourr eseiells
43000 maw CO *Ye, *Whoa. lartliess
11/4ty loaded $3.000
270-753-5983

522 Broad.
You move it
or salvage.
753-8034

ch

ROY HILL
Septic system, gravel
white rock
438-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe

rHW Itleetri

A-I Stump Removal
NIP/ insured
437-3044

USED TIRES

Free house at

BACKNOE
TRUCKING

(all "", via%
or 227-0611
ww./ reati%
ertp MIR Vf•A111111

THE Murray Lodger 8
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
suiccuracies do occur
Readers using Mrs
information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and compa
ores mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of as employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

C
1%

1995 24' pontoon,
115/1P Mercury 2006
trailer Excellent condition 16,900. 227-0802
1990 Suncrunser 20 ft.
pontoon boat with
48HP 1995 Eviniuds
outboard. Seats 8-10
condition.
I 100 ;g ft home • Good
300 sid ft
upstairs Includes varier $6000.
(270)759-1800
13650 U 5 Hwy 641N, Cat
Puryear TN Must be x102 days. (270)438moved $10,000 ORO 2983 evenings
67
Monarch
(2701293-1437 Dan
Aluminum, 14', depth
2 200 square foal bnck finder trolling
motor.
home 3 large bed1976 35HP Johnson
rooms 2 bath walk sri
Asking $1,450 080.
closets nice subdivi
270-328-8603
after
sion tulty remodeled.
5PM
Mimosa Lane 293-

4749

1'0'11%1 I
Bros.

DIFLI1W511111Wr
IIERVICE Al PARTS
12701 293-11726 OA
759-86311
Chuck Van Buren
Swingers Meta
Wry,
%deg
%ding 759.1085
7278738

Announcing the opening of

75,1-4344• 22"- ;644
Lake CZF
og
sate
&W
'Free Eirdwaist•
-weld -Man
elteie Sok 4nm
a wwwwri

270)205-2428

ANIMAL HEALTH & WELLNESS
CENTER OF MURRAY
Dr. Larisa Bierds

NEED help?
Handymen Services
remodekig. node
& out. TIN. electrIcel.
No cib too small. Free
eebmates
(731)247 3001,
(731)363-3511.
I HaneockitelLnel

Dr. Larisa Bierds is a native of Mayfield,
Kentucky. The daughter of John & Karen
Taylor, Dr. Bierds is a graduate of Murray
State University and received her DVM,from

1.\\
%%%•I ‘141

Auburn University. Dr. Bierds and her
husband, Sam, a Murray native, have two
dogs, Franklin and Zero and two cats, Lily

2'11-436.55117

and Oscar.
ROOFING/VINYL
SIDING
mietai c.), sh.nves

Animal Health & Wellness Center will
offer services in small animal medicine and

're Estim•affs

surgery. exotics. dentistry, senior wellness
care and behavioral medicine. Animal Health

2704054616
SW Corwin/don
Roofing. Wong.
trg. painting. decks
Free estimates 23
yews eopeneraos
(270836-0207.
(7701887.9729
STRUCTURAL. leer
mg,and remodeling.
No rob too mai Cal
Kenny 247.706 t.cal
804-40979
731.782-3961
731-330-5286

,
0

& Wellness Center will also offer after hours
emergency care
For an appointment cal:

111

\Initial [kaki] %%illness
('ewer oh NIurra
%sill own on
I SUI

(270)753-4830

2477 &RIC Route 94 East
Murray. KY
(bra east al Rare Este Nursery!

Office Hours:
Monday -Saturday
8 a.m.-5 p.m.

•
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LookingBack
10 years age

00 years ago

Dr. Robert H. Mc Gaughey III,
chairman of the department of
journalism and mass commimications at Murray State University
will retire July 1 after 30 years
of service and 23 years as chairman of the department_
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Mart S. Newton, May 5: a girl to Shannon
and Drew Copeland, a boy to
Sharon and Steve Winchester and
a girl to Pamela and Richard Hutsler, June 12; a boy to Melanie
and Tony Tines and a boy to
Kimberly and Michael Broadbent,
June 13.

ZO years ago

The Hal Perry Construction
Company of Benton subctuUed the
low bid of $1,434,600 for Construction of an addition to the laboratory school at Murray State
University at a meeting of the
board of regents of MSC.
Eddie Wells, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Tom Wells, is the recipient
of an intensive three-week program awarded by the National
Aeronautics & Space Administration to graduate students who are
candivkates for thisk Ph.D. at Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y. He
is a graduate of Murray High
School.

50 years ago

An onentation and reception
was held for the incoming Murray State University students at
the Curns Center. Many booths
were set up by organizations to
let the new students know of the
many activities available. Pictured
are City Clerk Jo Crass and Volunteer Olivia Marshall scooping out
ice cream for the visitors at the
reception. The photo was by Staff
Photographer Scott Wilson.
Births reported include a boy
to Carolyn and Barrow Burton, June
16; a girl to Kathy and Timothy
Coles and a girl to Linda and
John McCoy, June 17.

30 years ago

Enrollment for the summer term
at Murray State College are 1,201
students, a record attendance,
according to Mrs. Cleo Gillis Hester, registrar.
Gerald Dr. Harmon, quartermaster third class, United States
Navy, is serving aboard the USS
Maddox, homeported at San Francisco, Calif.
The annual memorial service
will be June 23 at Palestine United Methodist Church with End
Caldwell as the speaker. Donations will be taken for the maintenance of the Palestine Cemetery

60 years ago

"Tom Sawyer" will be the next
production to be presented by the
Community Theatre of Murray. Pictured at a rehearsal are Billy
Baize11, Gary Brockway, John Hassell, Dr. Bryan Thacker and Richard
Valentine, director.
Clark Hicks, president of Calloway County Manufacturing Co.,
was speaker at a meeting of the
Murray Civitan Club.
Births reported include a boy
to David and Betty Gallimore,
June 3; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Gary L. Crum, June 4; girl to
Sherrill and Janis Hicks, June 6.

In the list of teachers for Calloway County Schools released by
Prentice Lassiter, superintendent
of Calloway County Schools,
include the following high school
principals: William B. Miller for
Alrito; Raymond Story for Hazel;
J.H. Walston for Kirksey; Huron
Jeffrey for Lynn Grove and Edward
Curd for New Concord.
Rev. H.F. Paschall has resigned
his pastorate at Maplewood Baptist Church, Paris, Tenn., to become
pastor of Hazel Baptist Church at
Hazel.

COMICS/ FEATURES
Welfare cheats steal money
from people who need help
DEAR ABBY: Thank you,
thank you, for publishing the
letter from 'Ticked Off in
Topeka, Kan." (April 18) concerning welfare fraud, including Section 8 housing fraud.
I am an investigator for a
housing authority, and our
agency
is
dedicated to
maintaining
the integrity
of the program
and
protecting
the taxpayer
dollars
entrusted to
Dear Abby us. Not a
day goes by
that I don't
By Abigail
hear,"I don't
Van Buren
want to get
anyone in trouble, but ..."
Please let your readers know
that if they call in with a
fraud tip, they are not the ones
who are getting anyone in trouble. The people who decided
to commit the fraud or do the
crime got themselves in trouble. The only way we can help
the most people with our limited resources is by eliminating fraud and applying the
rules and regulations fairly and
equitably for everyone.
Quite often it is neighbors,
friends and family members
who are our eyes and ears. It
is important that they let us
know when someone is defrauding the system. No one will
lose assistance just because of
a tip. We investigate every
case and, if proven, the ten-

Todayinilistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. June 19, the
170th day of 2007. There are 195
days left in the year.<*1>
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 19, 1865, Union troops
commanded by Maj. Gen. Gordon Granger arrived in Galveston,
Texas, with news that the Civil
War was over, and that all slaves
were free. (This event is celebrated as "Juneteenth..)
On this date:
In 1910, Father's Day was cel173 IN IF3 V El. L,

ebrated for the first time, in
Spokane, Wash.
In 1917, during World War I,
King George V ordered the British
royal family to dispense with German titles and surnames; the family took the name "Windsor."
In 1934, the Federal Communications Commission was created; it replaced the Federal Radio
Commission.
In 1952, the celebrity-panel
game show "I've Got A Secret"
made its debut on CBS TV with

Garry Moore as host.
In 1953, Julius and Ethel Rosenberg, convicted of conspiring to
pass U.S. atomic secrets to the
Soviet Union, were executed at
Sing Sing Prison in Ossining, N.Y.
In 1964. the Civil Rights Act
of 1964 was approved by the Senate, 73-27, after surviving a lengthy
filibester.
In 1977, Pope Paul VI proclaimed a 19th-century Philadelphia bishop, John Neumann, the
first male U.S. saint.
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ants are given an opportunity
to appeal and to have a hearing. There are too many families on the waiting list and
too many people who need
help for fraud to go unreported. -- INVESTIGATOR IN
OKLAHOMA CITY
DEAR INVESTIGATOR:I
hope "Ticked Off" will take
your advice -- and mine -and report this "friend" to the
proper authorities. Many readers voiced their frustration,
while others offered helpful
suggestions. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: This makes
me so mad! My family struggles each and every month
with no public assistance. Abby,
I don't want to be rich or live
in a palace. I just want to go
to bed each night knowing my
kids' bellies are full and that
they have a roof over their
heads when the next night
comes. We live on macaroni
and cheese and ramen noodles, not steak and lobster. If
this "friend" is committing
fraud, I say report her, because
if you are working and paying taxes into the welfare
account, she's cheating you, too.
-- KEEPING IT REAL IN
KISSIMMEE
DEAR ABBY: Way to go,
Abby! Americans need to stop
overlooking the dishonesty they
encounter. Thank you for
encouraging "Ticked Off" to
take a stand. -- G.M., MONTROSE, COLO.
DEAR ABBY: Please let
"Ticked Off" know that if her
friend is receiving Section 8
subsidies, her actions may be
a federal offense. As a former
attorney for a housing authority, I used to receive numerous tips from third parties
regarding fraud. If she is concerned, she should contact the
local housing authority and ask
to speak with the investigations department. A tip may
be made anonymously.
There is more at stake here
than just her conscience. If a
housing authority loses its funding, many innocent families
and children suffer needlessly.
She should do the right thing
and speak up. -- A READER
IN N.J.
DEAR ABBY: I have
worked for the Section 8 program administered by the state
of Michigan for more than 20
years. This federally funded
program is intended for the
aid of the elderly, disabled
individuals and low-income
families. A thief who steals
from Section 8 is also stealing from those in our society
who most desperately need our
help. Complaints of fraud
should be submitted to HUD
by calling the toll-free number (800) 347-3735. -- ALSO
TICKED OFF, LANSING, MICH.
444

Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips.
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Exercise not enough
to lower cholesterol
DEAR DR. GOTT: My husband is 56 years old. Every year
he has a blood test to monitor

..
taking at least four %coda! tier

day.

.

.

One doctor recommended MO°
his cholesterol levels. Here is operation. I'm not sure if even
his profile: cholesterol 200, an operation would help. Do:
.
triglycerides 322. HDL 39 and you have any information that vr.
LDL 97. Last year his tnglyc- would help me alleviate the ...
erides were pain? So far no medicine has
also elevated done the trick. I am going for at 287, with therapy, but even that doesn't
normal being help. Should I be doing any
less
than exercise or therapy at home?
150. His priDEAR READER: Spinal
mary physi- stenosis refers to leg and butcian is not tock pain due to an area of
concerned nerve compression in the spine.
about
the Although conservative measures
triglycerides - such as physical therapy, pain
and says not medication, acupuncture, chiroworry practic manipulation, transcutato
about it, just neous electrical nerve stimula-

Dr. Gott

By
exercise
Dr. Peter Gott more
to
increase the HDL. What do you
think?
DEAR READER: Your husband's triglyceride level is about
twice normal. This places him

somewhat at risk for cardiovascular disease. I suggest that in
addition to exercise, he should
follow a low-cholesterol diet, lose
weight if he is stout, reduce his
alcohol consumption (if he consumes more than one or two
drinks daily), consider taking
omega fish oil or flaxseed supplements and be rechecked in
six months.
To give you related information, I am sending you a copy
of my Health Report "Understanding Cholesterol."
DEAR DR. GOT!': I am 79
years old and have spinal steno-

sis, which is very painful. I
know that spinal stenosis affects
the nerves, and in all probability it is pressing on the nerves
in both my legs, causing pain.
The pain goes to my buttocks
and down both legs, and sometimes my feet get numb.
have tried everything. Right
now nothing helps to alleviate
even some of the pain. I am

tion and other modalities - are
often effective cures early in
the game, surgery may be necessary.
It sounds to me that you
have exhausted nonsurgical
options and that your quality of ; •
life is suffering as a consequence. I urge you to see a •
neurosurgeon to confirm that

you are a good surgical candidate. Then proceed and let me
know your decision.
DEAR DR. GOTT: At age.66, I use 1,000 milligrams .
flaxseed oil daily prescribed by
my doctor. My cholesterol level,.
was 222, and in six months.--„,
time, it was down to 198. The . •
good and bad levels also
improved drastically.
DEAR READER: This is
No. 3 in the list of nonstatin
treatments for high cholesterol
levels.
Because my mail is peppered
with readers' letters concerning

the bad affects of statin drugs,
I feel obligated to pass along
information about safer alterna •
fives. Flaxseed oil, omega fish
oil and the vitamin niacin appear'.
to be satisfying choices. I'll keep
you updated.

ContractBridge
South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable

NORTH
•7 53
QJ 85
•A Q 2
•K 1 8

WEST
*K 10 4 2

EAST
*1 9 8

43

409r3

l

•10 9 76 2
•A
SOUTH
•A (,)6

54 3

If AK 10 96 2
•K 9 7 5
•The bidding:

South

West

North

East

I V
Pass
3
Pass
6V
Opening lead- ten of clubs.
From the time declarer sees
dummy in today's deal, his total
focus should be: How can I avoid
two spade losers?
There are two obvious possibilities. The opposing diamonds may be
divided 3-3, in which case a spade
can be discarded from dummy on the
fourth diamond, or the spade finesse
may succeed.
South should reason that if the
diamonds break evenly or the spade
finesse works, the slam is a certainty.
Ile should therefore proceed on the
assumption that both will go against

him, and seek still another approach
that might overcome an unfav ()rabic
lie.
He begins by covering the club
ten with the jack, hoping it will (Oro:
the ace (it is assumed that West
would not underlead the ace against a
slam). But East produces the queen,
and South ruffs it.
•
0

Too roaads of wimps fisMowe'...
• .7-itfter which the A-K-Q of diairloadi*---:,
are cashed, ending in dummy. The 42 diamond division is thus revealed,
and the crucial play is at hand.
The club king is led. forcing Fast .
to cover with the ace. South ruffs
East's ace and trumps the diamond .
nine in dummy.
The eight of clubs is now led,and
after East follows low, declarer discards a spade on it! West wins with
the nine but has no safe return. If he
leads a spade. it goes into the A-Q,
and if he returns a club, South trumps
in dummy and sheds the queen of
spades.
The play described is what's
known as a loser on a loser. South's
six of spades, which is a loser hi any
case, is disposed of at a propitious
moment to create a sure-tire endplav.
In this deal, declarer has to carefully
manage his club plays from dummy
so that West - who is marked with ;
the nine of clubs by his opening lead •
can be put on lead at precisely the
right moment.

Tomorrow: A military scenario.
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Mother wants
answers in deadly
dragster accident

TRAVEL WRITER

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
Students from throughout western Kentucky are attending a Young Authors Summer Camp this week at Murray State
University The goal of the camp is for participants to learn to enjoy writing During one session taught by Allison Sevic, a fourthgrade teacher from Wing° Elementary School in Graves County, writers put on a unique hat of their choice and then created
a character to write about from the hat they were wearing Pictured above is Austin Cobb from Murray Elementary School wearing a large sombrero

Roof collapses in S.C. warehouse fire, 9 firefighters killed
CHARLESTON. S.C. (AP)
Fire swept through a furniture warehouse collapsing the
building's roof and claiming the
lives of nine firefighters in a disaster the mayor dewnhed as
-difficult to fathom or quantify."
"Nine brase, heroic. courageous firefighters of the city of
Charleston have penshed fighting fire in a most courageous
and fearless manner, carrying
out their duties," Charleston
Mayor Joseph P Riley said at a
news conference Tuesday morning.'To all of their loved ones.

our heart goes out to them."
Two employees in the building were rescued from the blaze,
which broke out at about 7 p.m.
Monday in the Sofa Super Store
and warehouse, Riley said.
Firefighters punched a hole
through a wall of the warehouse
to reach them
Firefighters, police office
and other rescue workers saluted
the bodies were carried from
the warehouse dunng the night.
'To lose nine is Just a tragedy
of immense proportions," Riley
said. 'To lose nine is just unbe-

lc vahle."
The cause of the fire was
under investigation, but Riley
said arson was not suspected. He
said the blaze apparently started
in a storage area.
He was unsure whether there
were spnnklers in the building.
Witnesses said the store's
roof collapsed, throwing dcbns
er about two-dozen rescue
wo)t,,e,rs. Onlookers were hit
with living ash. "It was like a
30-foot tornado of flames," said
Mark Hilton.
Firefighter Enc Glover told

('NN that he was at a golf tournament to benefit the family of a
firefighter who had recently
died when he heard the call on
the radio. By the time he arrived,
the roof had already collapsed.
"It all happened pretty fast.
They didn't have a chance,"
Glover said.
Firefighters went to a nearby
car dealership asking for towels,
said salesman Daniel Shahid.
"The next thing you know, we
were carrying hoses, directing
traffic, everybody from the dealership," he said.

By WOODY BAIRD
Associated Press Wnter
SELMER, Tenn. tAP) — A
tearful mother of two teenage
girls killed when a speeding
dragster skidded into a crowd
demanded answers on Monday,
saying the high-powered car
should never have been on a city
street.
"Somebody's got to take
responsibility for this. I've got
to bury my two girls," Darla
Gnswell said. "They were there
just to have fun."
Her daughters, Nicole, 19,
and Raven, 15, were among six
young people killed by the car
when it fishtailed into the crowd
Saturday at the Cars for Kids
show in Selmer, a small town
about 80 miles east of Memphis.
At least 23 other spectators
were hurt, many seriously.
Authorities said Monday it
would take time to figure out
exactly why the car lost control.
The district attorney said he has
not yet decided whether to bring
criminal charges, although that
was still a possibility.
Four high-powered dragsters,
including one driven by pro drag
racer Troy Critchley, were
scheduled for the show's popular "burnout exhibition" in
which drivers spin their tires to
make them heat up and smoke.
Hundreds of spectators, unprotected by guard rails, lined both
sides of a three-lane highway to
watch the show.
Critchley was first off the
line, but he lost control and
crashed into spectators standing
several rows deep in front of a
fast-ftxxl restaurant.
Amateur video of the crash,
broadcast on WMC-TV in
Memphis, showed the car's
engine revving loudly before the
vehicle sped down the highway.
After a few hundred feet, the
smoking car skidded off the road
and into the crowd.
The founder of Cars for Kids.
Larry Price, was standing in the
road during the burnout, signaling each driver when to start and
stop. Drivers usually burn their

1

tires for 20 to
50 feet, Price
but
said,
Critchley went
much farther
before losing
control.
Price said he
waved his arms
trying to get
to
Critchley
Pitchford
stop, but the car
was already past him.
"I was trying to get him out
of it. you know," Price said.
Critchley. an Australian who
now livesin Wylie, Texas,. was
treated and released from a hospital and interviewed by authorities. His whereabouts on
Monday were not immediately
known.
A statement on Critchley's
Web site Monday said he
believed the road had been
inspected and approved for the
burnout exhibition.
"After a straight start, the car
skidded off the road. Mr.
Critchley did everything humanly possible to keep the car on the
road," the statement says.
"Unfortunately, there was nothing he could do."
The statement also says
Selmer police went down the
length of the highway before the
burnout and told the crowd to
move back.
Rodger Pitchford, who suffered a broken right leg, chipped
vertebrae and bruises in the
crash, confirmed that account.
Pitchford, 18, said two police
cars drove down the parade
route and advised spectators to
move farther back from the
road.
People heeded the warning
initially, then moved back in
when the car was coming to get
a better look, he said.
"It was our choice to stand
there," he said. "We shouldn't
have been that close. If we had
stayed back, 1 don't think that
many people would have been
injured beeause we would have
had time to ino‘e out of the
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SPECIAL STARTS WED., JUNE 6TH
Tues. - Sun.(11 am-3 pm)•Each Includes FREE Salad
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Dimitri's Chicken

t c 1,
I i

$8119

8 Oz. Ribeye

,•

al'

Hawaiian Chicken
,n el('IN

fender, mdrinatrd in ye( ;al coteet taus.- with pineapple

Chicken Tenders
1, , pi,

1,, ,

'1

Chopped Steak

1)

Beef Kabob
Marinated in ph re with oniont peppett 4 muthroonts

Fettuccini Alfredo
Noodles toi4ed with homemade parmesan cream sauce

Cajun Alfredo
Chicken Parmigiana
Classic Spaghetti

$5”

$6"
sr,
$6"
$6"
$6"
$6"
sr,
$r,

- JUNE ONLY SPECIALS -

California Chicken Salad
Chicken Florentine Pasta

$799

$999

HALF PRICE APPETIZERS

)70-7.;

4

Chicken hrrust %Moen,'" mushrooms. cheese & hone mustard dressing.

Grilled Chicken Breast
,1 1 .,

129

ALL DAY SPECIAL (Tuts.-surd.)
OZ SIRLOIN — '9.99
8 or, with one side and salad

1501 N. 12th St. • Murray, KY • 753-4521
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